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The fountain adds to the picturesque setting of Pahrump Lakeside RV Resort
in Pahrump, Nev., a Passport America park. Photo courtesy Passport America.
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By Sherman Goldenberg

Post-Recessionary PR Indicates ‘Camping is Cool’
Many of us had wondered during the dregs of the recession
whether the American public — when all was said and done —
would hold the U.S. outdoor recreation arena in the same high
esteem that it had enjoyed for so many years as a valued, familyfriendly pastime for millions of Americans.
Now, sitting here in 2016 looking at the record-breaking traffic at
so many parks and the incredible growth curve of the allied RV
industry, it’s evident that something has gone incredibly, wonderfully right for the whole industry since the global downturn. Beyond
the commercial aspects, in fact, there seems to be a widespread
consensus in the public’s eye that camping — be it in a tent, yurt,
cabin, travel trailer, fifth-wheel, motorhome or park model RV — in
either a private or public park is one of the family-centric pastimes worth retaining as part of our
post-recessionary national culture.
Indeed, the American public seems to have reached the conclusion going forward that camping
is cool — the most visible proof, of course, being consistent reports of growth among the major
players in the RV park and campground business. New companies are entering the picture and
facility expansions are common. And the growing interest of the virtual and print media is clearly
turbocharging the efforts of marketing-minded RV companies and other front-line promoters like
Kampgrounds of America Inc., Camping World/Good Sam and the Go RVing Coalition’s highly
regarded national marketing campaign. Go RVing, in its 19th year as a partnership between the
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) and the Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association
(RVDA), is budgeted to spend $16.5 million on print and virtual advertising this year. Also clearly
playing a key role is RVIA’s own public relations staff, the only dedicated national-scale PR team
promoting the industry on a daily basis. And RV parks and campgrounds are clearly beneficiaries.
We’ve seen this whole thing coming for awhile, but the seminal moment for me was a couple of
weeks ago when President Obama came to town — the RV-building hub of Elkhart, Ind. — to pay a
special tribute to this resurgent northern Indiana city of 50,000 and its key employers, foremostly RV
manufacturers and suppliers, in an area that clearly saw tough times during the global downturn.
Whether you’re a Republican or a Democrat, the fact of the matter is that Obama in the home
stretch of his second term showed up on June 1 at Elkhart’s Concord High School gym to not only
firm up his own presidential legacy but also to reach out and recognize America’s RV builders for
having withstood the economic storm. And that’s pretty dang impressive. Fact is, you can’t buy that
kind of P.R. Congratulations to everyone involved. WCM
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CalARVC, RVIA Team
Up for Pomona RV Show

The Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA), producer of the California
RV Show held every October at the
Pomona Fairplex, and the California
Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds (CalARVC) are teaming up to
promote California camping to more than
28,000 RVers, according to an announcement from CalARVC.
This show is getting bigger every year
and the exhibitor booths sell out early, so
CalARVC members should take advantage
of member discounts and reserve booth
space now for the Oct. 7-16 show,
CalARVC said.
Tom Gaither, show director, has
redesigned the show layout. There will
now be a whole new guest lounge that
will draw traffic all day to this area. The
show entrance will direct traffic clear to
the front of the tent. CalARVC booths
are at the front door and the promotional
literature bins will be right down the
center aisle in this area under the CampCalifornia! banner.
Now in its 64th year, the California RV
Show is the oldest and largest RV show
on the West Coast. If you have ever considered showcasing your park, this is the
show for you, CalARVC said. For more information, visit thebestrvshow.com. WCM

Economic Impact Study Shows RV Industry Pumps
Nearly $50 Billion Annually into U.S. Economy
Results of the first-ever study commissioned by the
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association underscores
how the outdoor arena, from OEMs to campgrounds,
affects the economy with jobs, wages and taxes.

“RVs Move America,” the first-ever
economic impact study of the recreation
vehicle industry, revealed the RV industry —
from manufacturers to campgrounds — contributed $49.7 billion to the U.S. economy in
2015, paid $5.7 billion in taxes and provided
289,852 full-time jobs to American workers
earning $15.8 billion in wages.
Additionally, according to the study there
are 16,750 RV-accessible campgrounds in the
U.S. and RV use accounts for 45,150 jobs at

campgrounds across the country. The study
estimated that 22 million Americans are planning RV trips this summer, many heading to
the country’s national parks to participate
in the centennial celebration of the U.S.
National Park Service.
Commissioned by the Recreation Vehicle
Industry Association (RIVA), the study, was
presented June 8 at a press conference in
Washington D.C. as part of the trade group’s
2016 Committee Week. During the five-day
gathering at the Mayflower Hotel, the association’s standing committees, executive
committee and board of directors reviewed
the organization’s strategic plan and set
RVIA’s agenda for the upcoming fiscal year.
The Go RVing Coalition also met, and
among other functions the event included
Advocacy Day, in which more than 70 RV
industry executives met with representatives
of 110 congressional offices.
Calling the study “a critical tool that we
need to prove our strength as an economic
engine,” RVIA President Frank Hugelmeyer
told RVBusiness magazine, a sister publication to Woodall’s Campground Management,
that the report “is huge because it is the ammunition that allows anyone in the industry to
go into a meeting and argue our economic
case, our jobs case, and the importance of

supporting any of our policies.
“The study demonstrates that the RV industry is a dynamic part of the U.S. economy,”
Hugelmeyer continued. “American workers involved in our industry earned more than $15.8
billion in wages and benefits, and, along with
the firms that employed them, paid $5.7 billion
in federal, state and local business taxes.”
The report includes all companies involved
in the manufacture, sale, rental, repair, storage
and service of recreation vehicles, as well as
the aftermarket industry and the financing and
insurance of RV purchases and the economic
impact of recreation vehicle travel and stays
at RV parks and campgrounds.
Indiana (where more than 80% of RVs are
made), California, Texas, Florida and Iowa are
the top five states that benefit most from the
RV industry, mainly due to the presence of
manufacturing facilities and robust RV sales.
Hugelmeyer added that RVIA members
are going to be able to “use this in their congressional visits, in their Senate visits, and
their local state visits because we’ve got the
numbers down to the congressional districts
across the entire country. It’s a terrific tool.
I’ve used (similar studies) in the past in other
industries. It’s been the single most important
tool from a legislative and lobby standpoint
that you can have.”
Joining Hugelmeyer at the press conference were Derald Bontrager, RVIA chairman
of the board and president and CEO of Jayco
Inc.; Bob Martin, president, CEO and director
of Thor Industries Inc.; Doug Gaeddert, general manager at Forest River Inc.; and
Economic Impact – continued on page 6

Cruise Inn Debuts Its First Fully-Branded American Express: 196 Million Americans
RV Park; Conn. Site Also Joins Network — 8 in 10 — Plan Summer Travel in 2016
Cruise Inn announced that it has
brought in its first fully branded park
and first location in Minnesota with the
addition of Cruise Inn RV Park & Lodging in Alexandria, Minn. In addition, a
Connecticut park has joined the brand
network.
Formerly called Alexandria RV Park,
Cruise Inn RV Park & Lodging offers
spacious, full hookup RV sites with 20-,
30- and 50-amp service. The establishment is also home to an 18-room motel,
giving travelers more options in one
location.
Amenities include free Wi-Fi, a playground, volleyball court, laundromat,
vending machines and campfire rings.
The park is conveniently located near
many lakes for fishing and recreation, as
well as great shopping, a bowling alley,
golf courses, and a winery.
“Branding and revitalizing a park is a
major decision, so we are glad that the
Tischer family turned to Cruise Inn and
our unique culture and business model
that allows members to be in business
for themselves, not by themselves. This
is also an important day for Cruise Inn,
as we add our first fully branded park
and continue our strong, nationwide
development,” said Scott Anderson,
president and CEO of Cruise Inn.
Jennifer Goff, the park’s manager,
said, “I love the new name and features
that are coming with Cruise Inn. The
name suits us with our woodsy look and
lodge/hunting-themed rooms. We all
are very excited for the change and look
WOODALLSCM.com
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Scott Anderson

forward to working with Scott and his
team to strengthen our operations and
bottom line.”
In addition, White Pines Campsites
in Barkhamsted, Conn., joined Cruise
Inn. Peter Lawrence, owner of park,
said, “White Pines Campsites is proud
to have joined the Cruise Inn family of
parks, and honored to be their first park
in New England. When we first learned
about Cruise Inn, we were excited to see
that someone was bringing their knowledge and sophistication from the hotel
industry to the camping industry.
“We believe that our membership in
Cruise Inn will expose us to segments of
the market that we otherwise would not
reach, including access to the online
travel agencies,” Lawrence said. WCM

Americans are looking ahead to summer
getaways, with eight in 10 planning to travel
this season. According to the most recent
American Express Spending & Saving
Tracker, 80% of Americans, or 195.9 million
people, plan to travel in the coming months
and expect to spend an average of $941 per
person on their trips.
Millennials, in particular, plan to travel
more this summer than the average American (89% vs. 80% general population),
despite busy lifestyles and plans to save
money in 2016.
“More than any other season, Americans
see summer as a chance to take a break,”
said Claire Bennett, executive vice president
of American Express Travel. “Beach trips remain the go-to summer vacation, but we’re
also seeing outdoor activities, such as visiting National Parks and historic landmarks,
making a notable appearance on the list of
popular summer travel plans.”
On average, American employees get 14
total vacation days a year. They plan to take
an average of eight vacation days this
summer, and to maximize their travel. Many

are considering weekend getaways (64%, on
par with 2015).
In fact, Americans are planning an average of three weekends away. Choosing
among several long holiday weekends, many
Americans will travel Fourth of July weekend
(35%), followed by those who took a trip over
Memorial Day weekend (24%) and who plan
to for Labor Day Weekend (21%).
With the U.S. National Park Service Centennial this year, trips to national parks make
the list of top five vacation plans this summer,
with 78% of Americans interested in them.
Devoting more time to research and planning seems to contribute to a more affordable trip. Almost half (46%) of Americans, for
example, plan their trips more than a month
out, up significantly from 37% in 2015. In
addition to planning well in advance, they do
their due diligence researching, visiting an
average of six websites before booking
trips. Americans also want to feel selfassured in the process, reporting the
leading factor in booking summer travel
is feeling confident they’ve found a great
deal (46% vs. 42% in 2015). WCM
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Sun Communities Inc.
Completes Acquisition of
Carefree Communities
Sun Communities Inc. of Southfield,
Mich., announced that it closed June 9 on
the acquisition of Carefree Communities
Inc., weeks before the original early July
target date announced when the companies announced the acquisition.
The aggregate purchase price for the
acquisition was $1.68 billion. At the closing, the company issued the seller $225
million in shares of the company’s common stock at an issuance price of $67.57
per share and paid the balance of the
purchase price, or $1.455 billion, in cash.
Approximately $1 billion of the cash
payment was applied simultaneously with
the closing to pay off debt on the properties owned by Carefree Communities so
that Sun acquired Carefree Communities
on a cash-free, debt-free basis.
Approximately $743 million of the cash
portion of the purchase price was funded
with proceeds of two financings entered
into in connection with the acquisition,
secured by mortgages and a ground lease
on 17 manufactured housing and RV
communities.
Carefree Communities adds 103 manufactured housing and RV communities,
comprising 27,554 total sites, consisting of
9,829 developed manufactured housing
sites and 17,725 RV sites, and approximately 396 additional manufactured
housing sites and approximately
2,586 additional RV sites suitable for development to the company’s platform.
These communities are concentrated in
California and Florida.
“We are pleased to add the Carefree
properties, team members, residents and
guests to the Sun family a month ahead of
schedule. Our team has already begun
executing on the Carefree integration and
putting our value-creation strategies to
work both at the personnel and property
level,” said Gary Shiffman, Sun’s CEO, in
the company’s written announcement.
Sun Communities now owns and operates a portfolio of 337 communities comprising approximately 117,000 developed sites
in 29 states and Ontario, Canada. WCM

KOA Announces its
Memorial Day Numbers
Were Up by Double Digits
Campers came out in huge numbers over Memorial Day weekend to
relax with family and friends at
Kampgrounds of America (KOA)
locations throughout North America,
according to an announcement from
KOA.
Final figures showed occupancy at
KOA campgrounds was up nearly 15%
over the occupancy rates during the
Memorial Day Weekend last year.
The Memorial Day Weekend success came on top of more than 24%
growth at KOA’s 31 Canadian locations during the May 21-23 Victoria
Day Weekend.
KOA compares results on a samecampground basis in order to more
accurately depict actual year-to-year
business growth rather than factoring in additions to the 490campground network that spans
North America. WCM
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Known for its Signature Amenities, New York’s
Lake George RV Park is Celebrating 50 Years
Lake George RV Park is marking 50 years this summer.

‘My father was known for making daily rounds in the
park and guests looked forward to talking to him and
sharing their stories. We continue that legacy today,
listening to our guests,’ said Dave King.
When the late Vic King announced
his idea for a travel-trailer park with
paved roads and full hookups at a Holiday Rambler rally in Hershey, Pa., in
1965, his idea was met with skepticism.
“People thought my father was a
dreamer because it had never been
done before,” said Dave King, Lake
George RV Park’s president and CEO.
“He had a Pontiac Bonneville station
wagon that we’d take on family vacations with our Apache folding camper.
After driving through campgrounds
with dirt roads, the car would be covered in mud and dust. He valued the
outdoor camping experience, he just
enjoyed it more with a clean car.”
Vic King ignored the naysayers and
with support from his wife, Jessica,
broke ground on the “Lake George
Travel Trailer Park” in 1966. Now, 50
years later, the Lake George, N.Y. park
continues to thrive, with each season
seeing a greater demand for reservations — many are returning customers who book their stay well in
advance of opening day on the first

off-leash dog park, Charlie’s Bark Park,
that opened in 2014. All amenities are
included at no additional cost to the
visitor.
Continuing in the tradition of
adding something new each season,
2016 will see the conversion of three
tennis courts to six pickleball courts. “It
allows for an 80-year-old to play
against an 8-year-old,” King said.
Park guests will also notice 50th-anniversary banners, signage, and commemorative merchandise featuring
the tagline “Remembering Vacations”
— a nod to the park’s longtime visitors.
“We’re now serving fifth- and sixthgeneration families who made such
outstanding memories here, they can’t
help but want to pass that tradition
on,” King said.
Lake George RV Park continues to be
family-owned and operated, with
King’s and his sister Suzanne’s families
involved in day-to-day management
and stewardship of the resort. Meanwhile, their mother helps keep Vic
King’s pioneering vision alive. “She is a
loving matriarch and continues to encourage us and support everything we
do,” he said.

Friday in May.
Dave King said the key to Lake
George RV Park’s success has been listening to guests’ suggestions and offering them
something new each season. “My father was known
for making daily rounds in
the park and guests looked
forward to talking to him
and sharing their stories.
We continue that legacy
today, listening to our
guests and putting a premium on the camping experience,” he said, noting
that location is another ad- Charlie’s Bark Park is a big draw for Lake George guests.
vantage. “The Lake George
area is so unique and special — it’s at
Those who have enjoyed the park
the core of everything we do.”
for generations have nothing to worry
The park is known in the industry
about, King said, since he has no plans
for its signature amenities, including
of ever selling the park. “The trend in
on-site professional entertainment at
the industry is to go corporate. We are
French Mountain Playhouse, indoor
one of a declining number of family
heated pool, designated trolley service
owned and operated resorts in the
to area destinations, paved roadways
country and we will continue to be
throughout the park and a two-acre
here through the years.” WCM

Eastern Jellystone Parks Seeing a Major Bump this Year
Year-to-date revenues are up by an average of 21.1% at Yogi
Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resorts across the Eastern
Seaboard, according to the company that franchises the familyoriented camping resorts.
Advance reservations for the July Fourth weekend were also
running well ahead of last year’s figures.
“2016 is shaping up to be one of our best years yet,” said
Jim Westover, vice president of operations for Leisure Systems
Inc., the Milford, Ohio-based franchisor of 82 Jellystone Park
campgrounds across the U.S. and Canada.
Indeed, business is up in every Eastern state where there are
Jellystone Parks, with New York leading the pack with a 75.5%
increase in year-to-date revenues.
“All six of our current New York parks are up by double digits,” Westover said, adding that the Jellystone Park in Gardiner
is showing the strongest gains. Other New York Jellystone Parks
are located in Cooperstown, Mexico, North Hudson, North Java,
and Woodridge. The former Babcock Hollow Campground in
Bath is joining the Jellystone Park network this season as the
Finger Lakes Jellystone Park.
The Jellystone Park in Madison, Fla., is also seeing significant
growth, with year-to-date revenues up 46.2%, while business
levels at Jellystone Parks in Cherokee, Marion and Tabor City,
N.C., are up 32.2%.

The Gardiner, NY, Jellystone
is seeing huge gains this year

Elsewhere along the Eastern Seaboard, Jellystone Parks
reported year-to-date occupancies and revenue gains of 14.4%
in South Carolina; 11.8% in Pennsylvania; 10% in Virginia; and
9.9% in New Jersey.
In other parts of the U.S., most Jellystone Parks are also
reporting advance reservations running well ahead of last year’s
figures.
All of these gains are significant, Westover said, because
Jellystone Parks across the U.S. and Canada posted a 12.8%
increase in same-park revenues in 2015 compared to the
previous year. WCM
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Arizona Park Operators Get Together
for Arizona ARVC’s Annual Meeting

Deserts Edge putting purple is part of the park’s identity.

About 60 campground and RV park operators, vendors and industry officials gathered
in Chandler, Ariz. to attend the annual meeting of the Arizona Association of RV Parks &
Campgrounds (Arizona ARVC).
The daylong meeting took place April 27 at
Rawhide Western Town and featured panel
discussions, seminars, a tradeshow with
vendors, silent auction and the association’s
annual awards program.
“We had a really good show and people
liked Rawhide Western Town so much we’ve
already made reservations to have our
annual meeting there next year,” said Jo Ann
Mickelson, Arizona ARVC’s executive director, in the association’s announcement of the
event.
The meeting included a legal issues
cracker barrel discussion with Mike Parham
of Williams, Zinman & Parham P.C., a Scottsdale, Ariz.-based law firm that specializes in
evictions and property law, and Matthew
T. Anderson, an attorney with Jaburg Wilk in
Phoenix who specializes in legal issues
involving the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
Barb Youmans, senior director of education for the National Association of RV Parks
and Campgrounds (ARVC), led educational
sessions on “The Complete Guest Experience” and “Work Campers 101.”
The meeting also included a panel discussion titled “RVing with the Stars,” which focused on strategies to make your park stand

out. Panelists included Arizona ARVC President Scott Swanson of Leaf Verde RV Park in
Buckeye and the Gila Bend Kampgrounds of
America (KOA) in Gila Bend; Harvey Michelson of J&H RV Park in Flagstaff; and Regina
Johnson of Butterfield RV Resort in Benson.
The tradeshow featured a dozen vendors.
Event sponsors included Austin, Texas-based
TengoInternet; Sturgis, S.D.-based Leavitt
Recreation & Hospitality Insurance; San
Diego, Calif.-based Park Brokerage Inc.; and
Niagara Falls, Ont.-based Mission Management Information Systems, which produces
Campground Manager software; and Desert’s
Edge RV-The Purple Park, in Phoenix.
Members of Arizona ARVC also elected
new officers, including Swanson as president; Saundra Bryn as vice president; Secretary David Schenck of Leavitt Recreation &
Hospitality Insurance; and Treasurer John
Sheedy of Park Brokerage in San Diego, Calif.
2016 award winners included:
• Apache Palms RV Park in Tempe, Small
Park of the Year.
• Rincon Country East RV Resort in
Tucson, Large Park of the Year.
• Rincon Country West RV Resort in
Tucson and Viewpoint RV & Golf Resort in
Mesa, Mega Resorts of the Year.
• Saundra Bryn, Desert’s Edge RV — The
Purple Park, Phoenix, Jack Denton Award.
The Jack Denton Award is named in honor
of a campground and RV park industry pioneer who founded the Flagstaff Kamp-

grounds of America park and helped establish the precursor of Arizona ARVC, the
Arizona Campground Owners Association, as
well as the national organization that later
became the National
Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC).
“It was a lovely
surprise,” said Bryn,
who has spent the
past 15 years building
Desert’s Edge RV —
The Purple Park into
an award-winning Saundra Bryn
snowbird destination that was named one of
the top 10 urban RV parks in America in 2014
by USA Today.
Bryn, the managing partner and treasurer
of Dakar Enterprises Inc., which does business as Desert’s Edge RV — The Purple Park,
has also volunteered countless hours working to improve the educational program requirements, training and professionalism of
RV park operators in Arizona and across the
country by chairing the Education Committee
of the ARVC Foundation, a non-profit educational organization affiliated with ARVC,
which Bryn also serves as a board member.
Desert’s Edge RV Park was founded by her
father, Odin Bryn, in 1970; by 2000, Bryn was
working there fulltime. Later, she met Ron
Beard, an Austin, Texas-based consultant,
and developed plans for more than $500,000
in aesthetic improvements to her park.
Together, they came up with the idea of painting park fences and buildings with purple,
teal and yellow paint to differentiate the park
from others in Arizona, which typically use
earth tones.
Bryn subsequently created purple basketball courts and a “putting purple” for golf
enthusiasts.
“The idea caught on,” Bryn said, “and
then people started calling and asking if we
were ‘The Purple Park.’ We said, ‘If you want
us to be the purple park, we’ll be the purple
park.’”
Bryn also made significant investments to
make the park environmentally friendly.
These included investments in recycling bins
and Dumpsters for recycled waste as well as
investments in energy-saving washers and
dryers, LED lighting, motion sensors, timedaccess lighting and solar panels for water
heating. She has also invested in waterefficient desert landscaping and environmentally friendly cleaning products.
Under her leadership, the park has won
“Park of the Year” awards from both Arizona
ARVC and ARVC at the national level. WCM

Connecticut Company Buys Florida RV Park
Athena Real Estate LLC announced that it acquired Orange
Grove Campground & RV Park, a 193-site RV park in Kissimmee, Fla.
The property, acquired through an Athena affiliate, has
been renamed Kissimmee RV Park. It is located 61⁄2 miles from
the entrance to Walt Disney World and in close proximity to
the other Orlando attractions, according to the company’s announcement. The nearby area is packed with many familyfriendly activities such as miniature golf, dinner theaters,
restaurants, indoor flea markets, other tourist attractions and
shopping from virtually all national chains.
The RV park will cater to retirees in the winter and families
during the summer when visiting Orlando attractions. This
well-located property includes a clubhouse, a swimming pool,
Wi-Fi, shuffleboard courts, horseshoe pits, propane sales and
laundry facilities. Athena plans to make capital improvements
to upgrade this RV park to improve the outdoor hospitality
experience of the guest.
“We are extremely pleased to acquire Kissimmee RV Park,
which is in a wonderful location,” said Richard J. O’Brien,
founder and CEO of Athena Real Estate. “This property is a
great addition to our growing portfolio of RV parks. We remain
in the hunt to buy high-quality properties on the East Coast
6 - July 2016

Economic Impact —from page 3
Michael Happe, president and CEO of Winnebago Industries Inc. Bruce Andrews,
deputy secretary for the U.S. Department of
Commerce, also participated in the event
and applauded the industry for its growth,
amplifying remarks made June 1 in Elkhart,
Ind., by President Barack Obama.
“RVIA’s research only reaffirms our International Trade Administration’s findings in its
latest Top Markets Report, which highlighted
the vast potential for America’s RV industry
and our greater recreation transportation sector to increase their exports around the world
and ultimately support more jobs and economic growth here at home,” said Andrews.
The ongoing RV expansion has established new records in units shipped and
consecutive years of growth. RV shipments
are expected to total 396,400 in 2016 and to
increase to 404,800 in 2017, well above the
quarter century record of 390,362 in 2006.
Moreover, 2017 will mark the eighth consecutive year of expansion, easily topping the old
record of five years of gains set in 2006.
Driving this demand, the study suggests,
is an increasing interest in RVs for many r
easons including:
• Continuous improvements and innovative
designs that minimize weight, lower costs and
incorporate high-tech amenities to suit the
changing preferences of today’s consumer.
• Multiple options are available for a
variety of tastes and price points, from popup
campers to luxury motorhomes.
• Continued modest gains in jobs, incomes
and household wealth and relatively low levels
of inflation, unemployment, and interest rates.
• Lifestyle, with recent Nielsen research
showing the most appealing elements of
RVing include being active, enjoying outdoor
adventures and nature, and strengthening
family relations.
• Increasing numbers of younger people
are jumping on board to enjoy RV travel
experiences.
• National and state park perks, with
campsites offering more features, including
electrical hookups, Wi-Fi and family activities.
Increased interest in RVs has spurred the
need for an expanded workforce across a
number of sectors. The study estimates there
are 228 RV manufacturing facilities in the U.S.
that in 2015 directly employed nearly 31,000
workers. According to Bontrager that number
will continue to grow in 2016 and 2017 with
most every RV manufacturer currently hiring
and adding production space to keep pace
with accelerating demand.
In addition, the study estimates:
• Manufacturers of components used to
assemble RVs, ranging from nuts and bolts to
refrigerators and wood flooring, last year
employed 13,108 workers.
• The industry is responsible for creating
60,562 jobs with firms related to the RV industry.
• These “indirect” firms provide a range of
goods and services, including equipment, raw
materials, personnel, financial, advertising,
consulting, government, or transportation services. These firms generated about $10.5 billion
in economic activity. — Rick Kessler WCM

Orange Grove Campground is now Kissimmee RV Park under new ownership.

of the U.S. and Arizona.”
O’Brien added, “Kissimmee RV Park provides significant
synergies with our other outdoor hospitality assets and our RV
dealership: Cypress Campground & RV Park, Morningside RV
Estates, Atlantic Blueberry RV Park, Frostproof Mobile Village
and Cypress RV Sales, our RV dealership.”
Athena, located in Danbury, Conn., operates a total of 17
commercial properties and the dealership, focusing largely on
RV and MH parks. WCM
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MODERN MARKETING

Work Smarter, Not Harder, When
Posting Productivity: Just Zap it!
Evanne
Schmarder
In a perfect world your large, experienced (and most likely Millennial)
social-media team would craft concise
content for each specific and successful
digital marketing outlet where your
business participated. And there’d
be plenty, too: Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube, a blog, an email
newsletter, etc. You might even have
a team member for each individual
network, finessing the particulars of
each post, tweet, story or message.
And then there’s the real world.
Between the operational and financial
responsibilities of running a business
and the many demands on your and
your staff’s time — especially in the
midst of your busiest season — you’re
lucky to get a coherent Facebook post
out once a week, much less something
specifically designed for each platform.
In fact, most businesses in our sector
of the outdoor industry have accounts
that have been neglected on a number
of platforms or an email list that’s been
promised an occasional missive but has
been cast aside due to lack of time. Often
we under-deliver, just trying to keep
heads above water running the business. But market we must — or we’ll
eventually have no business to market.
Conventional wisdom says each platform caters to a specific type of user that
wants a particular type of content. It’s a
no-no to share the same post across the
social media landscape. Or so says that
particular school of thought.
So the question presents itself: Is it
better to post on a single network and
not share that post on your others, holding back unless you have something
unique to post to the platform? Or is it
better to spread the same post across
your social media landscape?
Faced with that dilemma, I always advocate for using a single post everywhere
rather than crickets on all but one of your
social media accounts. Is it the ideal
solution? No, of course not. Does it keep
your followers/subscribers appraised of
your businesses happenings? Yes, it does.
Is it better than nothing? You bet!
Fortunately for you, I’m not the only
one proffering this point of view. To that
end, there’s a nifty productivity tool —
Zapier — that’s free to use and gets the
job done with a minimal amount of
work and, once set up, no babysitting.
The people behind Zapier believe
“that there are jobs that a computer is
best at doing and that there are jobs that
a human is best at doing. We want
to empower businesses everywhere to
create processes and systems that let
computers do what they are best at
doing and let humans do what they are
best at doing.” Beautiful; I think we’d all
agree with that philosophy.
Zapier supports integration of more
than 500 apps, allowing you to create a
flow called a Zap, a trigger that sparks an
8 - July 2016

action. From Facebook Pages to Twitter,
Constant Contact to MailChimp, schedulers including Buffer and Hootsuite
and coming soon, Android and iPhone
text messaging, the possibilities are
seemingly endless when using Zapier.
Want your Facebook posts to appear
on your Twitter account? Zap it. Interested in letting your social media world
know your new blog is out? Zap it. Find
value in creating a list of evangelists and
influencers that share your business
name on Twitter? Zap it. Looking for an
easy way to share your latest email
newsletter? You guessed it — Zap it.
Zapier offers a free plan for the modest user. It includes five Zaps and 100
tasks a month. That should easily
accommodate RV parks and resorts. For
instance, if I’m running a park, I might
use your my Zap limit as follows:
• When I launch an email newsletter
(trigger) post it to my blog (action).
• Add my blog to my Buffer queue (for
automated, timed Facebook posting).
• Share my Facebook post on
Google+.
• Share my Facebook post on Twitter.
• Text my Twitter update to my staff
(to keep them updated) .
The next pricing level up, the Basic
plan at $20/month, allows users 20 Zaps,
1,000 tasks a month and the use of
Multi-Step Zaps, the creation of a number of actions based on a single trigger.
If you’re interested in setting up multiple workflows and project management Zaps including Trello or Asana,
personal productivity Zaps using Evernote, Dropbox or even MapMyFitness,
the Basic plan might be worth looking
into.
If learning is up your alley and you’ve
got a few minutes to spare to pick up
some new tricks, you’ll like the Zapier
blog. The blog is divided into tabs
including App Tips, App Reviews, Productivity and in-depth guides covering
topics from email marketing to my personal favorite, “101 Ways to Use Zapier.”
Subscribe and you’ll receive a couple of
emails each week with actionable tips to
help you amp up apps that make your
life easier.
While it’s unclear who originated the
saying “work smarter, not harder,” I’m
fairly certain that Zapier would have
been on top of their to-do list had it
existed. Automated workflows, app
integration and ease of use make this
productivity tool a poster child. While
perfection eludes us, striving for it is
certainly within our grasp. Give Zapier a
small, concentrated chunk of your time
and you’ll be that much closer to a
successful digital marketing program.
And that’s smart modern marketing.
Like what you see in Modern
Marketing? Stay abreast of the latest
digital marketing trends for the outdoor recreation industry by subscribing to Schmarder’s bi-weekly
trend digest Digital Marketing for
the Outdoor Recreation Industry at
www.roadabode.com. Ask her about
her digital marketing/social media
diagnostics and tune-ups and
more at evanne@roadabode.com or
702-460-9863. WCM
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SMART OPERATIONS

Engage Local Businesses to Build a Competitive Edge
Peter
Pelland
The key to small business success
is not a matter of cutting costs or raising prices. First and foremost, it is a
matter of satisfying your customers in
a manner that leaves your competitors behind. One of several highly
effective ways of doing this is to
engage local businesses that offer
products or services that appeal to
your customers.
If you run a campground, it is your
responsibility to know your guests.
When they leave your park for a day
or an evening, where do they go?
What are the types of businesses that
appeal to their needs and interests? If
a guest asks you for directions to the
nearest supermarket or asks for a
referral to a local restaurant, you are
probably prepared with a recommendation and a set of directions. The
important question is whether you
“wing” your response each time or
have a formally established referral
system in place.
You may already be providing a
rudimentary referral service of sorts if
you have a bulletin board in your
office area that includes local business cards, if you have a display rack
of local business brochures or if you
have a site map that is supported by
local advertising. Those all make
sense and they are helpful ways
of generating awareness for those
businesses — but it takes far more
than awareness to really build a
synergy between your park and

nearby businesses. After all, if name
awareness was all that it took, all that
any business would need would be a
sign at the road and a parking lot large
enough to handle the endless influx of
traffic. We all know that it does not
work quite that simply.
Over the years, a number of companies have successfully run localized
or regionalized direct-mail advertising campaigns that provide offers
from area businesses willing to offer
incentives to reach new customers.
Particularly when your business is
attracting a pool of new potential
customers from outside of the area,
local businesses need your help to
direct those people to their doors.
Although direct-mail campaigns
have been successful, rising postage
costs and the relatively low response
rates for offers that are not targeted to
specific groups of likely consumers
have taken their toll in favor of more
cost-effective approaches. The same
thing applies to local newspaper
coupons, victims of declining circulation and the fact that so few people
actually read newspapers today.
The company that markets regional
entertainment coupon books in 41
states plus the District of Columbia
and Canada gets people to pay $12
per annual coupon book or $19.99 per
year for its mobile app.
In addition, many supermarket
chains now offer loyalty and rewards
programs that include discounts on
local businesses and services, and
many local radio and television stations offer discounted gift certificates
for a full range of local businesses. (In
my market, the usual discount is 30%
off face value.) One thing that all of
these programs have in common is
that they are offering some sort of
discount in order to incentivize new

and return customers to favor participating local businesses.
Make This Work to Your Advantage
Rather than asking local businesses
to pay for the privilege of reaching
your clientele, offer them a free
opportunity to reach your campers in
exchange for offering them some sort
of monetary discount or incentive.
Each offer must have real value, but
may very well be the same sort of deal
that they might already offer under
other circumstances. In other words,
it is a price that they are willing to pay
in exchange for bringing in a new customer. Each offer should be in the
form of a coupon (which visually creates the impression of real value) that
is then bound together with the other
offers into a booklet that you provide
to each arriving guest at the time of
registration. You might also provide
one booklet per month to your
seasonal guests.
The important thing to remember
is not to pass these out prior to arrival
— at a winter camping show, for
example — because you want to be
certain that they are used by your
actual guests, not somebody who
ultimately decides to stay at another
resort on down the road.
The cover of the booklet should
show the total cash value of the combined offers, and you should include
this discount booklet in the list of
amenities that your park offers its
guests. The result is not only an incentive for your campers to patronize
participating businesses in a way that
those businesses can actually measure, but also an incentive for those
same campers to actually stay at your
park.
Any local business offering a product or service that is of interest to your

guests should be invited to participate, and any business that is already
participating in another incentive
program that has demonstrated its interest in generating new customers.
Refer to the incentive programs in
your local market to find your “A List”
of business to contact.
That list will include — but not limited to — the following types of businesses: restaurants; ice cream stands;
supermarkets; farm stands; retail
stores; golf courses; driving ranges;
miniature golf courses; indoor and
outdoor paintball; bowling centers;
go-kart tracks; skating rinks; batting
cages; fishing charters; amusement
and theme parks; waterparks; speedways; tourist attractions; craft breweries; wineries; factory tours; music
festivals; RV dealerships and repair
centers; auto repair centers; boarding
kennels; pet grooming; veterinary
services; movie theaters; museums;
and historic sites.
Why it All Works So Perfectly
Guess what? If you persuade your
guests to patronize even a fraction of
the local businesses who participate
in your incentive program, you may
have also given them a list of good
reasons to extend their stay — or to
return for another stay at your park.
Coupon redemptions will also have
given you an opportunity to prove
your park’s merit to your business
partners in this endeavor, leading to
the potential for further cooperative
ventures. Wouldn’t it be nice for your
park to be the “official campground”
of the big nearby theme park or motor
speedway? Or for your local supermarket chain to include your park in
its loyalty and rewards program? Or
for the local brewery and winery to
run a tasting event at your park? Or
for the local pet grooming facility
to come to your park for on-site
grooming days?
The potential is only limited by
your imagination, your belief in your
business and your ability to persuade
fellow businesses to get on board.
Peter Pelland is the CEO of Pelland Advertising, a company he
founded that has been serving the
family camping industry for more
than 30 years. His company specializes in building fully responsive
websites, along with a full range of
four-color process print advertising.
Learn more about Pelland Advertising at www.pelland.com or see their
ad in this issue. WCM
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GUEST VIEW

About ‘Tiny Houses’ and RVIA: It’s Been an Unexpected Journey
Matt
Wald
Recently, as the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) took comments from the public
regarding a long-anticipated rule change
to clarify the definition of recreational
vehicles as being exempt from their manufactured housing standards, a great deal
of misinformation was passed around
the “tiny house” community. This led to
a lot of angry comments on the HUD
docket. Conspiracy theories abounded:
HUD was trying to kill the tiny house
industry! The RV industry was trying to
kill the tiny house industry out of jealousy! HUD is taking away our freedom!
Obviously, none of this is true. The
proposed HUD definition is simply part
of a 20-year effort undertaken by the
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA), along with our state association, dealer and campground
partners, to update and modernize
HUD’s 30-year-old RV definition to
make it clear that RVs — which are vehicles, not housing — are excluded from
jurisdiction by HUD, an agency charged
with regulating housing. Hopefully
HUD understands this reality and will
soon publish a final rule accomplishing
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this long-term goal of the RV industry.
But the kerfuffle got me thinking about
RVIA’s experience through the rapid rise
of the tiny house movement — which
took me back to the summer of 2012.
In August of 2012 I had recently taken
on the role of executive director of Park
Model RVs at RVIA. The association manages several amazing programs that
support the RV industry in the areas of
standards, PR, advertising, government
affairs and events (to name a few), and my
job was to integrate park model RV
manufacturers into these RVIA programs.
Access to RVIA’s industry standards
and self-regulation program was one of
the main reasons park model RV manufacturers wanted an RVIA membership
category — so consumers, regulators
and campgrounds could understand
that park models are a type of RV,
designed and built for temporary recreational, camping or seasonal use.
Because of the way they look, park models are sometimes confused with houses.
They are not. There is a big difference
between RVs and houses. That difference
lies in the standards to which they are
built: RVs are built to RV and vehicle
standards while houses are built to housing standards. Park model RVs are built
to RV standards and my job was to
ensure they were treated like RVs.
That same month in August 2012 my
niece, a then-23-year old (and a Millennial in every way) excitedly showed me
the website of a product that she was
certain was going to revolutionize the

world. The website belonged to a tiny
house company. And thus began my, and
eventually RVIA’s, unexpected — and
frequently bumpy — association with the
tiny-house-on-wheels movement.
By now just about everyone is aware of
tiny houses, having seen the cable TV
shows where a happy couple or family
builds or buys a tiny house on wheels in
order to downsize their footprint or
engage in sustainable habitation for their
permanent residence and focus their
resources on experiences rather than
‘stuff.’ The notion has enormous appeal
to Millennials and Gen Xers.
But in 2012 the notion of tiny homes
was still in its infancy. The idea that someone could — or would actually want to —
live in a 100- or even 300-square-foot
structure seemed literally insane to me; all
I could think about was the little shack in
which the crazy Unabomber was found in
1996. I told my niece she was nuts,
dismissed the notion and focused on my
work serving the park model RV segment
of the RV industry. So much for my career
as a trend-spotter.
A few weeks later I received a call from
a tiny house company that was seeking
building standards for the budding tiny
house movement and was wondering if
RV standards were appropriate. They had
seen some park model RVs and thought
that their product was similar enough in
design and appearance that park model
building standards might apply.
I explained to them — as I and other
RVIA staff have explained to hundreds of

tiny house designers, builders and enthusiasts since — that in the U.S. RVs are
built to either the NFPA 1192 standard
for RVs or the ANSI A119.5 standards for
park model RVs. But those standards are
not residential building standards; they
are standards for vehicles designed and
built for temporary recreational, camping or seasonal use. As such, in most
jurisdictions it is illegal to use an RV as a
permanent residence the way one would
use a house.
That’s because in most jurisdictions in
the United States residences must be built
to residential building codes. The main
codes are the International Commercial
or Residential Code (ICC/IRC). All 50
states and the District of Columbia have
adopted the I-Codes at the state or jurisdictional level. (Two alternatives to building to the state or locally enforced IRC are
state modular housing standards or the
federal government HUD manufactured
housing standards.)
These residential building codes exist
for very good reasons: They are carefully
designed to ensure that residential structures are safe, durable and fit to perform
for full-time habitation. They are
designed to prevent fires, electrical
shocks, structural failures and other
life-threatening events. They provide for
energy efficiency and other social good.
So while they can be difficult and expensive to comply with, residential building
codes provide critical societal benefits
and tend to be strictly enforced.
GuestView Wald – continued on page 30
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ON CAMPGROUNDS

Recreation Rules at Ohio’s ‘Lazy River at Granville’
Reports from
the field:

Bob Ashley
Lazy River at Granville in Granville,
Ohio, belies the “lazy” in its name. With
a zip line, four-acre laser-tag field, a
ropes course and activities every day
during the summer season, it’s tough to
laze about at the 195-site park that is
marking its 50th anniversary this year.
“We want families to come here and
do things together and come away with
a great family experience,” said Mark
Kasper, who, with his wife Kathy, owns
the park that is located 25 miles east of
Columbus.
The Kaspers haven’t been lazy, either,
since they bought Lazy River in 2001.
They’ve added 11 park model cabins, a
gem mine, miniature-golf course and
splash pad in addition to remodeling a
square-dance hall by adding a kitchen
and opening a pizza/ice cream parlor.
“We have stayed very busy,” said Mark
Kasper. “I think if you’re not moving forward, you are losing. There’s always work to
be done and improvements to be made.”
The Kaspers marked Lazy River’s 50th
anniversary in early June with a birthday
party and open house for local residents.
The park was opened in 1966, but
was abandoned some years later by its
original owners. Reopened in 1979 with
an emphasis on teardrop trailers, there
was another owner for a short time
before the Kaspers bought the park.
The zip line, laser tag and ropes
course are operated by a third-party
private company — Ohio Adventures.
There is, of course, a lazy river. “It’s actually a shallow creek,” said Mark Kasper.

Cooling off in the creek is popular even
though the park has a swimming pool.

“We’ve seen 100 people sitting in their
lawn chairs in the creek, dangling their
feet and enjoying themselves,” Kathy
Kasper said. “And kids love playing in it.”
Currently, the couple is building Lazy
River’s third bathhouse and after the
recent purchase of an adjacent 6.8 acres;
other plans are in the works.
“We’ve got several things we are
thinking about doing,” she said. “They
all are interesting.”
With 19 summer employees — mostly
students — Lazy River is a 20-group member with other parks from throughout the
country. “It’s a good group that we have
learned a lot from,” Mark Kasper said.
Although in the Midwest snowbelt,
Lazy River is open year-round. “Three
quarters of the campground is shut
down in the winter and we don’t have
regular hours,” Mark Kasper said. “But
we had some construction people working on an large Amazon distribution
center in Columbus who stay with us
this winter.
“And if a camper is on the road and
needs a place to say, they can call us.”
Business this season is shaping up to
be excellent, he said. “It’s been a very
good year for us so far. We get people
traveling back and forth from Florida

The multilevel activities course
is a popular draw at the park.

and Texas, and we get a lot of European
visitors who have rented an RV and are
traveling across the country. But the
majority of our campers come from
within a 60-mile radius.”
* * * * *
Driftwood RV Park in Brookings,
Ore., has a problem that many campgrounds wish they had.
“We’ve got a wait list for people who
want to stay with us for a month,” said
Janet Gerlach, owner of the 110-site
park with her sister, Betty Bishop.
There’s also a wait list for the Southern Oregon Kite Festival the third weekend in July.
“The wait list for that goes out practically a year,” Gerlach said. “It’s a nice
problem to have.”
Opened in 1968 by Gerlach’s parents,
Walt and Iva Thompson, the park is just
a few minutes’ walk from Sporthaven
Beach, which is billed as the safest
small-boat port on the Oregon Coast,
according to Gerlach.
Some of the sites have a limited view
of the Atlantic Ocean.
About 200 miles southwest of
Redding, Driftwood draws fishermen
looking to catch salmon and halibut.
Early season business has been good

— up 10% over the Memorial Day Weekend compared to last year, Gerlach said.
“In the summer, we draw a lot of
people from Redding where it can get
super hot,” she said. “We stay a lot cooler
on the coast.”
Gerlach and her sister, who have operated the park for five years, are on the
verge of retirement and the park is for sale.
“We’ve had a few offers, but they weren’t
high enough for us to sell,” Gerlach said.
* * * * *
Squawks from eight peacocks often
cut through the air at 200-site Hidden
Acres Family Campground in Preston,
Conn., situated on the Quinebaug River
where flyfishing is a favorite summer
pastime.
“It’s beautiful here and we are fortunate
to be on the river because that’s one of
those thing you can’t make,” said Priscilla
Migliaccio, owner of the park with her
husband, Bill. “You can add a swimming
pool, but you can’t make a river.”
Activities on the river, such as tubing
and canoeing, are independent of the park.
With a number of its more than 130
seasonal sites on the Quinebaug —
Native American for “Long Pond” — the
former Boy Scout Camp is a popular site
for families.
“We tried to keep the Boy Scout ‘feel’,”
Migliaccio said. “‘Family’ is in our name.
We live here and work here — our children too — and we’re here every day. And
we have activities like hayrides, fire truck
rides for the kids from 10 to 4 every day.”
The heavily wooded park on 62 acres
also has three cabins and a travel trailer
for rent that were already booked in
mid-June through September.
Hidden Acres also features a full-service
restaurant — Peggy’s Gathering Place —
that is open for breakfast, lunch and supper with outdoor seating on picnic tables.
The couple built a new office three
years ago and plans are in the works to
add a kiddie pool or splash pad adjacent
to the park’s swimming pool.
With seasonal camping limited and a
waiting list of about 40 RVers, Migliaccio
said the park a few years ago instituted
a policy that if a seasonal unit was sold
onsite, it had to be to a person on the
waiting list. “We had to do that because
the waiting list wasn’t moving,” she said.
WCM Editor-at-Large Bob Ashley is
a central Indiana-based freelance writer/
editor and a 25-year newspaper veteran
who has focused on the RV industry and
national recreation issues for the past
22 years. He received the 2013 “Distinguished Service in RV Journalism”
award from the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA). WCM
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Trailer Life Magazine Celebrates 75 Years

It’s not often that a publication survives
for 75 years, especially in an era in which
newspaper and magazine publishing in
general has faced so many challenges.
But those receiving the July issue of
Trailer Life, published monthly out of Oxnard,
Calif., by GS Media & Events, a division of
Good Sam Enterprises LLC, were reminded
of the fact that Trailer Life is an exception to
the rule as the magazine is marking its 75th
anniversary in publication.
That’s the gist of Publisher Bob
Livingston’s “Driver’s Seat” column in the
July issue of “TL,” as it’s been known for
years by dedicated staffers, part of which is
dedicated to a retrospective look at the
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progression of the recreational vehicle
arena from a consumer’s viewpoint.
“Celebrating milestones is how people
reminisce about the past and look forward
to the future,” stated Livingston, whose
tenure at the publication dates back to when
it was owned by the Art Rouse family as part
of TL Enterprises Inc. “We typically commemorate birthdays and wedding anniversaries, which are annual events, but when
a magazine reaches 75 years of continuous
publication and distribution, it’s a big deal.
In 1941 — certainly turbulent times for the
world — a new magazine was introduced
that catered to a mobile lifestyle that no
one at the time could ever imagine would
grow into one of the most popular outdoor
activities in modern times.”
The July issue, he adds, is a “fun” look
back at the industry’s metamorphosis from
a time when a trailer’s “self-containment”
tended to facilitate full-time living. But
peoples’ desire to travel and explore the
country led to the development of trailers
with scaled-down appliances and accessories that could be used more efficiently
on the road while tow vehicles, in turn,
gradually became more roadworthy.
“My love for the RV industry and lifestyle
was kindled by a chance meeting with Art
Rouse in 1971,” writes Livingston of Trailer
Life, which, along with MotorHome, is a
product of Lincolnshire, Ill.-based Camping
World Inc. “Rouse is credited with quickly
transforming a fledgling magazine into the
undisputed leader in RV publishing. He had
an uncanny vision of where the lifestyle was
going, and his love for RV travel injected a
special personality that was as lively as it
was informative.

“By the time I became involved in the
editorial process, this magazine had recruited an amazing lineup of contributors,
like Faith Terry, the “Old Wagonmaster”
Johnny Johnson, V. Lee Oertle, tech guru
Roy Morrison, Bill Estes and others who
helped make Trailer Life a must-read. Some
of the contributors were a little crusty at
times, but always colorful. Their articles
were infused with realism and honesty that
helped set the course for the magazine.
“Over the years the focus of Trailer Life
has been consistent, with emphasis on RVs,
accessories, maintenance and travel.
It’s fun to see how
the industry offerings have changed
with rapid advances in technology leading that
charge, but the
lifestyle is not
much
different
today. RV travel is
still the best way to
experience
the Bob Livingston
country and meet new people. If you thumb
through old issues of Trailer Life, you’ll see
pictures that portray a familiar type of life in
campgrounds, sitting around fire pits and visiting with fellow RVers — dressed differently,
of course.”
For those with the time or interest to do
so, Livingston suggests checking out back issues of the consumer monthly at the RV/MH
Hall of Fame in Elkhart, Ind., while taking the
opportunity to also peruse the antique RVs
on display at that noteworthy industry shrine.
— Sherman Goldenberg WCM

Southeast Publications
Launches MRV: The Buzz
SEPI Marketing, parent company of Southeast Publications,
announced that it launched a
news and feature editorial source,
“MRV: The Buzz,” highlighting the
best in destinations for the outdoor enthusiast with in-depth
interviews, intrinsic features,
stunning photographs and integral
insights.
“MRV: The Buzz is unlike any
engagement platform for the RV
owner and outdoor enthusiast out
there,” said Brian McGuinn, director of business development. “The
stories we tell, the people we speak
to and the experiences we feature
are unlike anything in the current
space, with much more to come.”
MRV: The Buzz has multiple
sections of content highlighting a
variety of different topics.
Open Road Lifestyle is the consumer-facing section of MRV: The
Buzz, highlighting many different
areas of the consumer experience
including beautiful destinations,
wonderfully designed gadgets,
passionate campground and RV
owners and the latest interesting
news surrounding the RV lifestyle.
Industry Edge is the industryfacing section of MRV: The Buzz,
delving deep into the industry
experience of what makes different aspects of the RV and outdoor
enthusiast business tick. WCM
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Q&A CONVERSATIONS
Mark Koep Likes to Stay Ahead of the Curve
‘When we started fulltime RVing, I found it difficult to find sites that offered or accepted
videos and photographs of their facilities. So we started this as a side project by taking
videos of campgrounds we visited or that were within driving distance — the traffic spiked
and we took the next step,’ said Koep, founder of CampgroundViews.com.
Mark Koep is the founder of CampgroundViews.com, a website developed in 2013
to help RVers evaluate RV parks before making a reservation. The site features thousands of short videos of campgrounds to give guests a feel for the park’s condition
and amenities.
A full-time RVer, Koep also works with campgrounds to create professional-looking
websites and help them with search engine optimization. He recently talked with
Woodall’s Campground Management about his views and his endeavors, including
a recent partnership with Outdoorsy.co.
WCM: Why did you develop CampgroundViews.com?
Mark Koep: The RVing audience has
changed in the past 10 years. Most people are going online to research parks
and to make reservations. Few people
use printed books, and most of them
are older. Granted, the directories have
accurate information and descriptions.
But, when evaluating campgrounds,
pictures truly speak a thousand words.
I think every camper has been enticed by a photograph or professionally
written description of their park only to
arrive and discover that it’s not at all
what they were expecting. So, in our
case, a video gives a very accurate description of where the playground is
and what kind of equipment it has.
Is there a pool? Are the sites close
together? What is the view like? Are the
sites shaded? All that can be easily
answered by viewing a short video.
When we started fulltime RVing, I
found it difficult to find sites that offered
or accepted videos and photographs of
their facilities. So we started this as a side
project by taking videos of campgrounds
we visited or that were within driving
distance — the traffic spiked and we took

the next step. When we build a website for
an RV park, the first thing we put on the
home page is a video of the park because
that’s what people really want to see.
WCM: How many people have
viewed the videos?
Koep: We already have 2,100 videos on
our site, and YouTube tracked 50,000 views
in April alone. All of our videos combined
have been viewed more than 1 million
times. We are averaging 20,000 unique
visitors to our site each month and the
traffic has been trending steadily up.
We also produce a monthly newsletter that is emailed to 2,000 RVers. Our
videos often rank in the first page of
search results for that park. Google
really likes videos because people like
viewing them.
WCM: Where do the videos come
from?
Koep: Most of the videos are taken by
our team, but we are now seeing others
submitting videos to us. Our website
features a how-to video to show people
what type of content we are looking to
publish. After watching the video, they
simply walk the park and capture some
images, then upload it to Dropbox and
send us a link. We carefully edit the

videos, set it to music and upload them
to YouTube within a week.
I am always surprised by how many
people view our videos. We’re talking
thousands of views within the first week
we post the videos. We post links
on Facebook and our viewers are also
sharing them on social media sites.
We ensure that the content is relatively current by limiting photos, videos
and reviews to five years. And we generally won’t allow people to copy a review
from another site and paste it into ours.
We want original content and, besides,
many other websites consider reviews
submitted to them to be owned by them.
WCM: Can RV parks submit their
own videos?
Koep: Certainly. And they don’t need
to spend $5,000 to have a professionally
filmed video produced. Our guests don’t
want to see a commercial. They just
want to view an accurate visualization
of what the campground looks like so
they have an idea of what to expect
when they arrive.
However, if we are in the area and the
campground would like us to shoot a
professional video for them, we will for
just $500. We have a lot of demand to

create videos for the parks, and our
biggest challenge is getting to the parks.
If we are in the area, we don’t even
charge a travel fee to visit the campground. This year, we will be focusing
our travels on California, Nevada and
Arizona. However, if a campground
really wants us to film a video for them
and they are outside the area we’re
visiting, we can do it, but have to charge
a travel fee to cover our expenses.
WCM: Do you use drones to film
overhead views?
Koep: No, we can’t. First of all, it is illegal
to use a drone to film a commercial production without approval by the Federal
Aviation Administration and a special
pilot’s license. It is a huge no-no for someone to fly a drone over a public place.
Campground owners need to crack
down on the use of drones in their
parks. We encourage them to call their
insurance companies and find out what
they have to say about it. Most RV park
owners will be surprised to discover that
injuries caused by a drone are excluded
from insurance coverage.
Also, if the video is going to be used
for any commercial reason, like putting
it on a business website, then the campground must get a written release from
everyone appearing in the video or the
owner could be sued for what is called
misappropriation of an image.
WCM: Does that mean you can’t
include people in videos you post to
CampgroundViews?
Koep: Before we post a video, we take
great care to blur people’s images and
even license plates to remove any identifiable information. You really never
know who shouldn’t be photographed at
a campground. We aren’t the only company that blurs identifiable images.
Google has been doing that on the Street
View images in its mapping function.
WCM: How do people search for
campgrounds on your site?
Koep: They have several options. First,
they can look for the campground name
directly. That way, if they have a park
narrowed down, they can look for that
video as a final confirmation that’s where
they want to stay.
But, if the camper is undecided about
where to stay, they can enter a location
and search within a 10-, 25-, 50-, 100and 250-mile radius of that location. It
will bring up a list of all the campgrounds
within that perimeter. Some people ask
why we would include a search radius to
100 or 250 miles. That’s to help with trip
planning and finding the next place to
visit on their route.
We also list campground amenities as
well. So, if someone were looking for a
park with a pool, cable TV, pull-through
sites and Wi-Fi in an age-restricted RV
park that allows pets, we can narrow
down the selection by whatever they
indicate as a preference.
WCM: Can people rate the sites, too?
Koep: Yes, people can submit reviews,
but they have to register on our site first.
Not only does that keep spam to a minimum, we think it tempers the reviews to
be more accurate than if someone were
submitting an anonymous review.
WCM: Is there a cost to view the
videos?
Koep: No, the website is completely
free to visitors. And there is no charge
for a campground to submit a video
Q&A Koep – continued on page 32
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National Parks Are Charting the Future of Campgrounds
Mike
Schneider
In mid-June I had the privilege of
co-moderating a panel, “National
Park Campgrounds of Tomorrow,” at
Wyoming’s Jackson Lake Lodge as part
of the month-long Great Outdoors
Western Campout. The setting couldn’t
have been more spectacular, as the
event was nestled inside one of America’s most beautiful public lands, Grand
Teton National Park, which provided
the perfect backdrop for a half day of
thought-provoking discussions about
America’s cherished parklands.
Several days before the meeting, the
host and organizer, Derrick Crandall of
the American Recreation Coalition
(ARC), promised me an action-packed
morning of provocative and challenging
dialogue — and he delivered.
From the onset, I quickly realized
that the group of some 30 leaders from
the outdoor recreation community was
truly passionate, wonderfully committed and absolutely articulate about how
to handle the myriad of issues affecting
federal and state lands. Among the folks
in the room were public-sector representatives from state governments and
the national park, national forest and
state park systems, as well as several private-sector executives, including those
from the aligned concessionaire businesses, along with well-known representatives from the RV industry, notably
Bob Wheeler of Airstream, Pat
Hittmeier of Kampgrounds of America
Inc. and others, including yours truly,
who represented RVBusiness and
Woodall’s Campground Management.
The meeting started with an
overview from the governor of Missouri,
Jay Nixon, and the state’s attorney general, Bill Bryan. The two went into specific and illustrative details about how
they have been able to increase the user
experience and, hence, the usage at
their state’s park system — all of which
translated into more dollars inside the
park system and through the rather
vast tourism money generated in the
ancillary communities. The analogies to
the federal land system were clear.
For instance, they implemented simple- and common-sense concepts into
their programs, such as encouraging
pet-friendly camps throughout their
system. “If you don’t let people bring
their pets,” Nixon told the group, “then
you won’t get people to go into the outdoors.” They also developed several
programs specifically aimed at youth in
their state, including the “Think
Outside” program to allow teens to
accomplish preservation and enhancement programs in the state parks. The
result? Today, campers in Missouri are
on the increase — and one in four of
them are under the age of 18.
Nixon also spoke emphatically about
a common topic held throughout the
rest of the day: the need to make the park
systems “technology friendly” for today’s
campers. “Today’s park user needs to
WOODALLSCM.com

stay connected, and it doesn’t have to
hurt the experience for those campers
who are there to get away from modern
conveniences,” he emphasized to the
group. Along those lines, later in the session, Cody Mruk of NIC showed a brief
video explaining his company’s new app,
Your Pass Now, which allows park users
to easily purchase passes and other parkrelated items on their mobile devices.
The talk by Nixon and Bryan was
followed up by an equally informative
presentation by Hittmeier, president and
CEO of KOA, who gave an overview of his
firm’s recently released North American
Camping Report. Among the findings
were that new campers were driven
by the all-important Millennial
demographic segment, and some 40% of
new campers are now non-Caucasian.
Camping with children was also an
important topic, with KOA’s findings
that the rate of campers with their
young ones in tow is now 50%. And
pointing to a trend seen in the public as
well as private parks, more campers
want to camp with their friends and
families in groups — which points to
the need to design parks accordingly.
As far as looking to the year ahead,
Hittmeier reported that 31% of campers
plan to camp more in 2016 (a number
bolstered by the optimism and youthful
exuberance of Millennials, in which the
number is 58%), and 52% plan to visit
national parks. Further — a point that
the RV industry knows very well — 40%
of campers say moderate gas prices will
allow them to camp more often.
The next presentation was delivered
by Wheeler, who gave an overview of
another recently released report, “RVIA’s
Case for Federal Campground Modernization.” He began his remarks by
noting what I believe some, but not all,
in the RV industry already realize: “The
camping experience is extremely

important to selling RVs.”
Wheeler’s report touched on some
key issues affecting both federal and
state lands. Of particular significance is
the rising amount of deferred-maintenance costs in the federal land system,
which by some accounts is as high as
$12 billion. Since more than 90% of all
federal land-related revenue leaves the
system and goes into the general fund
administered by Congress, discussion
naturally turned on how to generate
more money that could stay in the park.
Suggestions there ranged from
increased charges for high-occupancy
days (applying yield-management principles to the parks), to allowing discreet
forms of sponsorship on park products,
to separate charges for individual
aspects of the park such as add-on costs
for tapping into a Wi-Fi system.
He also touched upon the need to
modernize certain park features, particularly those directly affecting RV usage
such as wider and larger RV sites and
50-amp electrical service. He, as other
speakers advocated throughout the
day, also spoke for the need to bring in
technology to the camping experience.
“It is critical to meet people’s expectations,” Wheeler told the group.
The remaining portion of the session
turned to the roundtable discussion,
which was equally lively, spirited and
full of solid ideas. As co-moderator of
the event along with Vicki Mates, the
acting superintendent of Grand Teton
National Park, we started off that part of
the meeting by asking the threshold
question: “If you were advising the next
president of the United States, what
would you tell him or her about how
best to meet the demands of today’s
public when it comes to RVing and
camping on federal lands?”
As with most good brainstorming
sessions, the dialogue moved all across

the board. However, three key topics
eventually emerged as critical to the
creation of an even better experience
for today’s RVer and camper:
• The importance of technology
throughout the park while balancing
the needs of those who come to the
federal lands to “get away from it all;”
• The need to find additional sources
of funding that will stay in the park to
deal with the huge — and growing —
deferred-maintenance issues;
• Tackling the thorny problem of
transportation within the parks so that
users aren’t constantly dealing with vehicle overkill as they seek to enjoy nature.
Other topics related more to internal
park systems, such as how to create an environment in which the various agencies
could adopt private sector-like processes,
particularly as it came to communication
between the different entities.
As with most issues of this sort, the
answers aren’t clear-cut or easy. But I
think everyone in the room came away
with the belief that progress can be
made and solutions arrived at by putting aside the politics of the day and
working toward a common goal:
preserving the majesty of most pristine
pieces of land this country has to offer.
The people in the room and the ideas
discussed gave me hope that this goal
can be accomplished.
Mike Schneider, former CEO of Affinity
Group Inc., predecessor to Good Sam
Enterprises LLC, has been part of the RV
industry for more than 35 years. He was
inducted into the RV/MH Hall of Fame in
2011 and now serves as senior industry
analyst for RVBusiness magazine while
pursuing special projects inside and outside the RV industry and splitting time between Southern California and Oregon.
Contact:mschneider@masassociates
inc.com. WCM
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Pahrump Lakeside, a Passport America RV park.

‘It’s a good time for us right now — it’s a very good time for us,’ said Bruce
Hoster of Coast to Coast Resorts. ‘We were bigger back in the ’90s, and in
all honesty we’d been on a steady decline. But it has stabilized and last year
we had an increase. I would say it looks like it’s back on the upward swing.’
If the old adage is “a rising tide lifts all
ships,” then count discount camping membership groups among those vessels enjoying the buoyancy of the growing
camping sector.
Woodall’s Campground Management
spoke to several such organizations,
including major players such as Passport
America and the Good Sam Club as well
some newcomers including RoverPass
and CampReward, and all reported strong
growth after some saw a period of relatively stagnant, or declining, membership
levels.
In fact, this year, the Good Sam Club will
surpass 1.7 million member families, reported Mike Siemens, president of the
Good Sam Club, a division of Chicagobased Good Sam Enterprises/Camping
World Holdings Inc., which itself is
celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2016.
“It’s hard to imagine, but the club has
nearly doubled in size in the past five
years,” Siemens told WCM, noting that the
club “continues to
grow in numbers
and in popularity.”
Bruce Hoster,
Siemens’
colleague and the
president of Coast
to Coast Resorts, a
membershipbased
campBruce Hoster
ground/resort
association that’s also under the Good
Sam/Camping World corporate umbrella,
said his division “is growing and there’s a
16 - July 2016

Lakeside Camping is a Coast to Coast property.

lot of years where I couldn’t have said that.”
“Last year we had our best year in terms
of new membership sales in probably the last
seven or eight years. It was a very solid year
for us, and this year has started off well
ahead of that pace — double digit ahead of
that pace,” Hoster said as he reported that
Coast to Coast has approximately 40,000
active members and an affiliated network of
nearly 400 parks and resorts.

other benefits — such as a variety of
discounts at the 120-plus Camping World
Supercenters and nearly 700 Pilot and Flying
J travel plazas — but also the educational
and community aspects of the club.

Good Sam Club
www.goodsamclub.com
866-205-7451
As Siemens pointed out, the Good Sam
Club will surpass 1.7 million members this
year. Siemens attributes that growth to the
value of the membership, which not only includes a lengthy list of savings, services and

“Members can get involved in a variety of
Good Sam Club events as well as state and

chapter activities. Members hold campouts,
volunteer, and engage through online forums. Good Sam Club members can connect
to a variety of great RV travel resources like
our trip planner, find-a-campground and
campground reviews programs,” Siemens
explained.
He noted that another reason for the
club’s growth is it’s easy to join — by phone,
online, at Camping World stores or at the
2,100-plus parks across North America that
honor the Good Sam Club discount — and
membership is just $25 per year. Automatic
renewal is an option, and multi-year terms
are available at a discounted rate per year.
Deluxe, Elite and Life
memberships are
available with escalating benefits; active
military personnel
receive a complimentary membership.
Of course, a primary benefit of membership is discounted Mike Siemens
camping at participating campgrounds.
While the club currently doesn’t track the
camping habits of its members, Siemens
related that parks report that nightly stays by
Good Sam Club members continue to rise.
“I think this is due to the fact that Good
Sam Club members receive a discount on a
nightly stay, but also that the parks provide a
quality experience,” Siemens said, noting
many of the Good Sam park partners have
been with the club for many years.
This year, Good Sam/Camping World is
celebrating its 50th anniversary, prompting
Siemens to give credit “to all the people who
have given so much to help bring the Good
Sam Club to the level where it is today,”
including not only Rick Rouse, a now-retired
member of the Rouse family which founded
Good Sam Enterprises predecessor
Woodall’s Campground Management

company Affinity Group Inc., and the late
Camping World founder David Garvin, but
also all the other employees and partners
who helped build the club. “It took a great
deal of effort but the results speak for
themselves,” he said.
As for the future, Siemens said he
expects continued growth for the RV industry and the Good Sam Club, in part due to the
recent launch of a new series of Good Sam
pet benefits. “We also plan to unveil a new
program for Good Sam Club members this
summer when they join or renew. It’s certain

commitment to this industry also,” Hoster
said. “It’s a good time for us right now — it’s
a very good time for us. We were bigger
back in the ’90s, and in all honesty we’d been
on a steady decline. But it has stabilized and
last year we had an increase. I would say it
looks like it’s back on the upward swing.”
Coast to Coast memberships are sold at
each network resort, and RVers must first
join a home resort. Typically, the home resort
will include the first year of Coast membership.
There are three membership types —

Coast affiliate Emerald Cove, part of the Colorado River Adventures
resort group, located on the Colorado River in Earp, Calif.

to be a hit and it will deliver even more value
than we offer today,” he said.

Coast to Coast Resorts
www.coastresorts.com
800-368-5721
Founded in 1972, Coast to Coast Resorts
serves approximately 40,000 active members
who enjoy, among other benefits, steeply
discounted or free camping at an affiliated
network of nearly 400 campgrounds, about
half of which are membership resorts with
the rest being private parks, known as Good
Neighbor Parks, that honor the Coast benefit.
Among those resorts are ones owned and
operated by development companies such
as Travel Resorts of America out of North
Carolina, Michigan-based Outdoor Adven-

Coast Classic, Coast Deluxe, and Coast Premier — with escalating benefits. While Classic and Deluxe membership includes
$10/night resort camping and discounted
camping at Good Neighbor Parks, Premier
members get free camping at network
resorts.
A variety of other benefits, some recently
added, include Trip Plus discounts (shopping,
dining, recreation/entertainment), additional
outdoor resort rentals such as houseboats
and glamping getaways, and travel reservation services. Hoster said the travelconcierge type benefits are a trend
that shows no sign of slowing down. The
same is true of offering a variety of lodging
accommodations.
“Traditionally when our resorts had tours

Lake Siskiyou is a Coast to Coast park.

tures, Colorado River Adventures based in
California and Ocean Canyon Properties in
Texas.
A lot of Coast’s growth can be attributed
to those developers, who have added a number of resorts to their portfolios, typically by
way of acquisition and redevelopment,
Hoster said.
“We’ve got some very strong developer
partners that are growing and are committed
to this industry and they see that our
company and our parent company have a
WOODALLSCM.com

and were selling memberships, they were
seeing almost exclusively RVers. But these
days they’re getting a mix of RVers and nonRVers, or what we would call ‘lifestyle
prospects’ — those are people who would
really love to be a member of an outdoor
resort but they don’t own an RV and maybe
they don’t have plans to buy one. So the
resorts are putting in more park models and
cabins and things like that, so now they’re
selling cabin memberships or cottage
memberships,” Hoster explained.

KOA Value Kard Rewards
www.koa.com
888-562-0000
Kampgrounds Of America Inc. (KOA), the
Billings, Mont.-based franchisor of some 490
campgrounds in North America, uses
its Value Kard Rewards (VKR) program to
provide discounted camping rates and other
benefits to 438,000 active participants.
That number is a 6% increase over a year
ago, said Lorne Armer, KOA’s vice president
of brand development, who oversees
the VKR program.
The
program
began in the early
1980s as the KOA
Value Kard, offering a
basic 10% discount
camping benefit. In
2008, KOA converted
it from a simple Lorne Armer
camping discount to a loyalty program with
the launch of Value Kard Rewards. It still
offered the 10% discount, but added a points
system to encourage repeat business as
well as a variety of ancillary savings,
discounts and other benefits. Cost to join the
VKR program is $30 a year, and it includes a
powerful app.
“At the end of the day it’s our job as a
franchisor to drive business to our franchisees, and you do that with the affinity of
the brand. And as people join Value Kard
Rewards, Value Kard Rewards drives that
affinity to our KOA campgrounds,” Armer
told WCM.

Armer explained VKR has three different
sets of benefits, the first being the 10%
camping discount available at all KOA campgrounds at any time — there are no blackout
dates. The second is the points system,
where guests earn points based on the
camping rate they pay. Those points then
accumulate over time, and trigger additional
discounts.
The third component consists of the ancillary benefits, of which there are two types:
those automatically included at no cost and
those that offer discounted services with
various partners. Examples of the former
include a free night of camping during the
VKR Appreciation Weekend in September,
10% discount on parts and accessories at
any of the 160 Route 66 RV Network dealerships, and a free ad listing in RV Trader magazine. Examples of the latter include KOA
Tech24 powered by the Route 66 RV Network, in which a certified RV technician is
available via a 24/7 hotline, as well as KOA
postal mail services powered by U.S. Zoom,
which Armer likened to a virtual mail system.
“For an RV traveler, what it will do is your
mail will go to one of 50 mail centers that this
company has across the U.S. instead of
going to your house. When it shows up at the
mail center it’s scanned through a device
and an email or a text message is sent to you
that says you’ve got mail. It’ll ask whether

you’d like to read it, forward it to where
you’re at right now, shred it, recycle it, or
even pay this bill — all at a greatly reduced
rate” compared to the service’s standard
cost, Armer said.
Both Tech24 and the postal mail services were launched in May, as was
$aveAround, a coupon service that Armer
called “the biggest benefit that we’ve ever
introduced in the history of our program.
“They have anywhere from 500,000 discounts at any one time in 200 locations
across North America. Basically, just
about anywhere our camping guests go,
they will get discounts on dining, retail,
recreation, and entertainment. And not
only that but it’s available to them in their
hometown. What we found is that when
they’re not traveling they’re using the KOA
app all the time because they’re able to get
those local discounts,” he explained,
adding that trial VKR memberships are
included with every purchase of an RV
from Jayco Inc. or Keystone RV Co.

Passport America
www.passportamerica.com
800-681-6810
Founded by Ray Fernandez in 1992,
Florida-based Passport America bills itself
as the “Original and Largest 50% Discount
Camping Club.” With about 200,000 members each paying $44 for a one-year RV
Discount Camping Card (multi-year terms
are available at a discounted rate per year)
Fernandez’s daughter, Dresden Simmons,
said Passport America continues to do
well in its mission of providing value.
“Even during the recession we hunkered down because we figured it would
hit us, too, but we were just amazed that
our membership did not go down at all. It
actually increased and it’s been steady
growth ever since. Gas prices were higher
so RVers might not have been traveling, but
those that did wanted 50% off their rates,”

Passport America’s discounts are popular for
attracting members.

said Simmons, who serves as vice president of Passport America.
“The feedback we get from our members is that they all save a ton of money
throughout the year. Some of them will say
that sometimes they’ll go to a park and
maybe they’re not crazy about that park,
but they are happy they saved 50%. But
then they’ll go to another park and they’ll
say it would be rated a 10-10 park that’s
state-of-the-art, and that makes up for it.

SwanneRiver Resort and Campground in Mayo, Fla., is a Passport America member.
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At the end of the year they end up saving a
ton of money and they’re happy. It pays for
itself and that’s why they’re happy about the
program.”
In recent years Passport America has
added other benefits to supplement the 50%
camping discount, such as an online triprouting feature as well as Passport Americabranded caravans and rallies.
Simmons added that plans are in development to commemorate next year’s 25th
anniversary with special events and other
activities, including a convention for both
campers and Passport America’s 1,900
affiliated campgrounds.

RoverPass
www.roverpass.com
Founded in 2015, RoverPass, an online
travel agency for campers and RV parks and
campgrounds, began by asking consumers to
create a free account as well as consider
joining a Discount Club Pass for $9.95 a year.

RoverPass

Real Log Park Model Cabins

• Real Rustic Log Cabins
• Turn-Key!
• Durable and Appealing
• Highly Profitable
• Pays Off Within 1-3 Years

Park Model Cabins
starting at $21,900
Located in Lancaster, PA

1-800-684-5808 • www.keystonekabins.com
18 - July 2016

The club offers savings of up to 50% off
camping rates at participating parks, but
CEO/Co-Founder Ravi Parikh acknowledged
the program has been more of a “peripheral
product” while the company developed the
rest of the RoverPass platform.
“It’s not necessarily our bread-and-butter,” he said. “We’re pretty aware that the
discount club fills a specific niche within the
camping industry and not necessarily every
campground is going to sign up for the discount club. We have
about 200 campgrounds participating
so we are definitely
one of the smaller
clubs out there. But
we’re signing up
more campgrounds
every week.”
Parikh said the
Ravi Parikh
rest of the RoverPass
platform, which likely will be launched by
August, will offer “more robust functionality
and digital marketing expertise for campgrounds” as part of an online reservation
system that allows park owners to load
inventory.
“It’s more of a lightweight solution than
what’s on the market now — more along
the lines of online reservations rather
than inventory management. We are not
building out a robust system, we’re building
something that’s very simple for campgrounds to get into and get inventory
online, which is what a lot of consumers
want,” he said.
Getting consumers to create free
accounts and enlisting campgrounds to
begin using RoverPass has gone very well,
Parikh said. “We have about 700 campground operators using the platform to keep
their profiles updated, add photos, go into the
content management system, update their
information and just generally make their
profile look good,” he said, adding there is no
cost to park owners.
“It’s a totally risk-free model for the campgrounds, they have zero upfront payment
to us. It’s only if we actually send you a

customer do we generate revenue. So our
incentives are aligned.”
Parikh added that RoverPass is about to
launch a consumer contest called the
“Home Where You Roam” summer sweepstakes. Designed to generate awareness,
the grand-prize winner will win a two-week
road trip from Texas to Colorado in a TigerMoth Camper by TaxaOutdoors.

CampReward
www.campreward.com
531-333-2267
Also launched last November is CampReward, an online portal that offers a loyalty incentive for campers using its site to book
reservations with participating campgrounds. CEO Mark Duris said the startup is
anticipating its first full camping season this
year, but has been steadily gaining momentum as more consumers and park
owners learn about
the program.
“It’s
actually
going really well.
We’ve had a steady
stream of customers
coming to the site
and doing bookings.
While we do have a Mark Duris
long way to go before I would say we are
a full-fledged successful company, it’s
right on track to where we hoped it would
be at this point,” said Ryan Douglas, vice
president of business and partner development, who reported a steady stream
of campgrounds coming on board with
CampRewards.
Campers visiting CampRewards.com
input their RV or tent camping dates and destination, among other factors, and CampRewards will present them with several
campground options. The selected campground is automatically contacted by CampRewards and park personnel can confirm
or deny the camping request depending on
availability. If confirmed, the camper completes
the
booking
through
CampReward.com. Customers earn loyalty
points for repeated bookings.
“One of the biggest differences between
our company and others is we don’t charge
campgrounds to be on our site,” Douglas

Lazy River at Coast affiliate Lake Shore Resort
in Davison, Mich., part of the Outdoor Adventures resort group.

pointed out. Instead, CampRewards.com
makes its money by charging a small commission on each reservation booked through
its site. Douglas pointed out that the camping
rate would always be the same on Camp
Reward.com as it is at the campground.
Another difference, Douglas mentioned,
was CampReward’s loyalty incentive program. “We’re the only ones out there who
offer reward points to customers for booking
on our site. So anytime anyone books
through CampRewards.com, they earn
points that they can then accumulate and
utilize for free campsites and, coming soon,
free camping gear,” he explained, adding
that the incentives are paid for by Camp
Rewards and not participating campgrounds. — Rick Kessler WCM
Woodall’s Campground Management

Cannabis Condo Company Targets
the RV Park, Campground Sector
Grow Condos Inc., a real estate company
providing condominium-style turnkey facilities to support the cannabis industry, announced that it is launching a new division
for the development of cannabis-friendly RV
campgrounds and resorts specifically
tailored for owner/operators to cater to the
recreational marijuana marketplace.
“Recreational vehicle owners and
campers want to be able to enjoy a stressfree experience and we feel that in the
recreational marijuana states a cannabis
friendly resort will draw great interest,” said
CEO Wayne Zallen in the announcement
from the company, which is based in Eagle
Point, Ore.
The company plans to build out a branded
RV campground/resort named Smoke on the
Water Resorts, providing a turn-key solution
for the campground owner/operator. Grow

Condos will participate in a revenue share
and or royalty/rental basis while maintaining
the ownership of the real estate thus taking
advantage of any appreciation.
Currently the company owns and manages property in Eagle Point and in Eugene,
Ore., and is seeking acquisitions in Oregon,
Washington, California, Nevada and
Colorado. WCM

KOA Care Camps Hits $10
Million Donation Milestone
KOA Care Camps, the charity
founded by Kampgrounds of America
Inc. (KOA) franchisees to help send
children with cancer to specialized
camps, officially crossed the $10
million mark in funds raised since its
founding in 1984.
“What an amazing number and
cause for celebration,” said Karen
McAndrew, executive director and
co-owner of Cardinal KOA in Cardinal,
Ontario. After the latest donation from
the Emmett (Mich.) KOA Holiday, a
donation of $5,000, “we are now sitting
at $10,003,685,” McAndrew said.
In 1984, the charity raised $7,100
split between six camps. In 2015, the
KOA Care Camps Trust donated $1.4
million to 94 camps in the U.S. and
Canada.
This year, the charity is helping send
children to 112 camps in the U.S. and 16 in Canada.
The charity works with the Children’s Oncology Camping Association International (COCA-I), a network of children’s oncology camps.
In a message to KOA Care Camps to celebrate the donation landmark, Allen
Brockman, founder of the Camp Rainbow Foundation, said Camp Rainbow received two checks this week from KOA Care Camps. “It’s very humbling receiving
a KOA Care Camps check, and we appreciate everything you do for our COCA-I
member camps.” WCM

New York Times: The ‘Great American Road Trip’ is Back
Bob Pack forgot to bring his James Taylor CDs. Still, he and his brother and sister
were having a blast, rolling among the
sandstone mesas, ghost towns and
kitschy tourist attractions, the New York
Times reported.
They reminisced about family trips as
children back in the 1950s, Pack and his
sister, Joann, said, and not even their
brother’s “annoying” habits of chewing
tobacco and telling dirty jokes could ruin
the drive.
Over in Arizona, Kay McNellen, a 23year-old actress from San Diego, said she
takes to the highway almost every weekend these days, just to see how far she
could drive. She has motored across the
Mojave Desert, admired Sequoia National
Forest and Instagrammed the Grand
Canyon.
The great American road trip is back.
It’s partly that gasoline this driving seaWOODALLSCM.com

son is cheaper than it has been in 11
years, according to the AAA motor club,
and the reviving economy. But there is
more than that at play here. This may be
a cultural shift, as Americans experiment
with the notion that maybe money can,
in fact, buy happiness, at least in the form
of adventures and memories.
It is a change that appears to have
taken root in the years since the 2008
financial crisis. “Postrecession, people are
focused on memories that cannot be
taken away from them, as opposed to
tangible goods that expire and wear out,”
said Sarah Quinlan, a marketing executive
at MasterCard Advisors.
Whatever their motivation, Americans
last year drove a record 3.15 trillion miles,
according to the Department of Transportation, beating the previous mark, set
in 2007. So far this year, both travel and
gasoline consumption are up again. WCM
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RV Park Operators Can Obtain Custom
Insurance to Fit Their Distinctive Needs
‘We’re seeing the trend of parks becoming more resort like, focusing on resort activities,
adding more features, attractions and glamping,’ said Irene Jones of Marshall & Sterling. ‘The carriers are being receptive to that, and we help add safety features in place.’
Most RV park and campground operators probably don’t wake up at night
dreaming about insurance. But, as most
astute business owners would agree, it’s
one of the essential building blocks for
most any business, large or small.
In fact, if something goes wrong at a
campground, there may be nothing
more important than sufficient insurance coverage provided by a profes-

insurance industry saw after Evergreen
USA Risk Retention Group left the
market two years ago following decades
as a dominant player in campground
insurance.
• The advisability for RV park owners
to develop a strong partnership with insurance professionals.
• The ongoing growth of amenities in
campgrounds across North America.

Campgrounds keep upping the bar when it comes to amenities.

sional who understands the unique and
varied needs of campgrounds.
Woodall’s Campground Management
touched bases with a variety of campground insurance specialists, and a few
recurring topics emerged:
• The relatively smooth sailing the
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• And perhaps surprisingly, the very
real threat cyber crimes could present
to campgrounds.
“The No. 1 reason for insurance is to
keep yourself in business,” said Bob
Barber, program underwriter with McNeil & Co., a Cortland, N.Y.-based firm

that works with
Arch Insurance of
Chicago. “You’ve
worked hard to
create a business,
very hard, and you
can transfer financial uncertainty to
Bob Barber
someone else.”
Evergreen’s Exit Generated
Fewer Waves than Expected
Two years ago this month, Evergreen,
a relatively huge player in the campground insurance market with an estimated base of nearly 5,000
campgrounds, stopped taking on new
insurance policies as it prepared to
exit the market — and business —
altogether.
While that had the opportunity to
cause a huge disruption for thousands
of campground operators and the market in general, before announcing the
exit, Evergreen’s Lucas Hartford
reached out to Leavitt Recreation and
Hospitality Insurance of Sturgis, S.D.
They worked with Philadelphia Insurance Cos. to put a safety net in place
before even announcing Evergreen’s
exit: All customers of the Lewiston,
Maine, company would automatically
become Leavitt customers, and
Philadelphia would provide very similar
coverage at the same price for two years.
It’s a move that has drawn praise
even from competitors of the two
companies.
“That put a big scramble in the industry,” explained Ron Norton, senior

vice president of
the campground
insurance program
for K&K Insurance,
a
Fort
Wayne, Ind., company that competes
with
Philadelphia and Ron Norton
Arch in the nationwide U.S. campground insurance market. “For the most part, Philadelphia has
done a decent job maintaining rate levels and coverage levels,” he said.
Irene Jones of the Marshall and Sterling Campground
Insurance Program in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., said
the move ensured
continuity in the
insurance marketplace.
Warren Oliver, Irene Jones
a Toms River, N.J.based, campground-focused agent with
the Scirocco Group, said, “It was very
good for the interim. It gave campground owners something they could
roll to, with some changes. They had a
policy that had sexual abuse and molestation protection and had pollution
coverage, then they got a Philly policy
that didn’t have it. They had a policy
with no coinsurance and now they have
one with it.”
Indeed, for Bryan Tolli, an insurance
agent who moved from Evergreen to
Leavitt, “I had
some heartburn in
the
beginning
wondering what it
was going to be
like, but luckily my
Pepto Bismol bottle is still pretty full.
It’s been a lot Bryan Tolli
smoother transition than I anticipated. Philadelphia’s
been really great to work with. Most of
our clients have stayed with Philadelphia so far.”
Because of those who changed companies, of course, prospects for new
business were greatly enhanced. “Our
opportunities definitely doubled,
maybe tripled,” K&K’s Norton observed.
“The last couple of years we’ve grown
our book by a big margin. There seems
to be enough capacity in the marketplace that everybody has pretty much
found a home.”
The bad news is that for the former
Evergreen customers, the two-year period is over and they’re not going to find
the same insurance for the same price,
the experts told WCM. Nor are they
likely to find policies with no coinsurance clause.
That means that for people who are
underinsured, if something bad happens a campground owner may have
less insurance than they thought.
“We have a whole group of people
out there who might be grossly underinsured,” Jones warned.
“You need to insure your buildings to
a specific percentage of the replacement cost in order to avoid a coinsurance penalty,” Tolli explained. For
instance, if you have a policy with an
80% coinsurance clause, if you have a
building burn and it costs $200,000 to
replace but you only have $100,000
insurance on it, you won’t even get the
full $100,000 because of the coinsurance penalty. Even for campground
operators who are contractors and can
Woodall’s Campground Management

do the work themselves, the insurance
company won’t take that into account,
Tolli warned.
Barber explained that coinsurance
means that if a campground operator
buys too little insurance, he or she volunteers to take on the risk with the insurance company. “If you don’t meet
that condition in the policy, you become a coinsurer. You coinsure with the
insurance company for your property,
and you will suffer a proportionate
penalty for how much you do not meet
that requirement.”
Oliver pointed out that it’s a risk
many campground operators may not
realize they’re taking. “A lot of the campgrounds out here were built in the ’60s
or ’70s and a lot of the property values
haven’t been updated in policies. The
biggest problem with that lies in the
coinsurance. When I sit down with a

including the need to have it for work
campers, even those who don’t get paid.
“Most of our clients don’t realize that in
the eyes of labor laws, those work
campers are considered employees,
even if they’re not on the payroll,” Tolli
said. “We have an exclusive product
with Markel Specialty Insurance for the
camping industry — FirstComp —
which is licensed in 38 states. We have a
pretty good sized net to cast.”
• Employment practices liability
coverage, which provides protection
against claims of employment discrimination on the basis of age, sex, race,
wrongful termination, harassment, etc.
• Loss-of-income insurance. “Many
clients realize they need general liability
coverage and want to protect their
buildings, but lots don’t understand
loss-of-revenue insurance,” Tolli noted.
“If you have a large event that damages

Safety is important for managing risk — and insurance rates.

campground owner, my average appointment is about 21⁄2 to 31⁄2 hours. I
reevaluate every building’s square
footage and construction type,” he said.
It’s an issue campground operators
should raise with their insurance agent
to make sure the RV park has sufficient
coverage, the experts said.
The good news, though, is the companies in today’s marketplace offer a
wider variety of coverage options than
Evergreen did, and there are plenty of
good alternatives out there for RV park
operators to get comprehensive policies
at reasonable rates.
“There’s tremendous opportunity for
campground owners to get good coverage,” Jones said.
The Options are as Varied
as the RV Parks Themselves
“I tell all my campground owners, in
the last four years of doing campground
insurance,
I’ve
learned
more
about the insurance industry than
in the 34 years
prior. There’s so
much that can go
on
in
campgrounds,” Oliver Warren Oliver
said.
“There are so many risks involved,”
he continued, “you really have to take
the time to examine the campground,
examine the risk and cover it correctly.”
Tolli said at Leavitt, “our focus is
basically trying to help our clients
understand all their insurance needs.”
Those risks and needs include things
like:
• Workers’ compensation insurance,
WOODALLSCM.com

your revenue-producing buildings —
cabins, your office and store — you’re
going to lose income in addition to
losing the building,” he explained.
• Non-owned and hired auto liability. “This provides protection in the
event anyone’s using their own personal
vehicle on behalf of the business, say,
running to the hardware store,” Tolli
explained. “If they cause an accident,
the business can get dragged into any
resulting lawsuit. Having this endorsement would give the owner protection
and it’s not very expensive — but it
could be a very critical one.”
• Umbrella policies. In general, these
increase overall coverage limits, Tolli
said, and have a reasonable cost for the
amount of coverage.
• Flood insurance. “People think that
just because their bank doesn’t require
them to have flood insurance, they don’t
need it. That’s not true. It can happen
anywhere,” Tolli said. In fact, according
to numbers Tolli got from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, in the
last decade there was $33 billion in
flood damage in the U.S., and only $6
billion in identified flood-risk areas. The
good news here is that flood insurance
is relatively inexpensive for those not in
flood-prone sites.
• Discrimination. Jones also suggested campground operators consider
coverage for campers’ discrimination
claims. “We’re seeing campers kicked
out and coming back and saying, ‘You
discriminated against me.’ You can be
within your rights but someone can still
make an accusation,” she pointed out.
• Transmissible pathogens. Oliver
suggested considering this coverage. “If
a well gets e.coli and somebody gets
July 2016 - 21

sick, you might not be covered for it.”
That also can cover things like the Zika
virus, according to K&K’s Norton. “If
there were reported cases and the
campground owner decided not to
close or to spray, we have an endorsement that says we will defend them.”
• Sexual abuse/molestation. Sexual
abuse and molestation may also not be
covered in a policy and may require additional coverage. “If that’s excluded and
someone gets abused on the campground’s property, the campground’s
not going to be covered,” Oliver warned.
• Crisis management. Crisis
response coverage is another option to

consider, Oliver said. “Let’s say a child is
hurt on a hayride. With this coverage, a
company will send in counselors to talk
to everyone involved.”
• Emergency evacuation. This kind of
coverage could also be helpful, according to Oliver. “In case there’s a fire or
flood, this helps get the place evacuated
to avoid bigger claims.” There’s also
coverage, Norton said, that protects
campgrounds in case something’s happening up to 10 miles away and the
National Guard rolls in and orders an
evacuation. “Our policy pays continuous expenses, taxes, and if you want
ordinary payroll included, it’ll continue

to pay that wage and any profits you
would’ve experienced had the condition not come into play,” Norton said.
Of course there are also other coverage options to consider, things like
emergency
real-estate-consulting
coverage; unintentional bodily injury
coverage; and defibrillator repair coverage in case of vandalism or damage.

add safety features in place,” she said.
Cyber Crime Creates a
Real Risk for Parks
The other big trend that impacts risk
and insurance is campground operators turning more and more to the
Internet.
“Cyber liability is going to become a

William Watts
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“The list of coverage options is just
staggering,” Oliver said. “It’s just amazing the breadth of coverage with some
of these policies. Some campgrounds
have a diving board, some have jumping pads, bumper boats, kayaks, tubes.
Now some are adding zip lines and
obstacle courses and mud runs and
extreme sports. It’s something you have
to keep up on. You can’t just work with
one campground and be a campground
expert.”
Growing Amenities Increase Risks
and Parks’ Insurance Requirements
In many ways, the campground sector is becoming more sophisticated in
an attempt to be even more attractive to
vacationers. “Some RV parks and campgrounds are less developed, not as
much asphalt, golf courses, fine dining
or massage or spa treatments, but you
see that at some of the RV resorts — and
we’re starting to see with more campgrounds, especially ones that are
lakefront — they’re trying to develop
their water elements in the water and
on top of the water and slides into the
water,” Norton said.
Oliver, too, sees the transformation.
“Every one of these campgrounds now
is trying to vie for the same amount of
people camping. They are putting in
more attractions, more rides, more
amusements. It’s coming to the point
now where some campgrounds are
becoming more like amusement parks.”
And the growing resort segment of
the RV park sector keeps raising the bar.
“They’re turning into serious destination resorts,” Tolli said. “Obviously, that’s
impacting insurance. Depending on
what they’re adding, it can create
hurdles for insurance agents finding
markets willing to take on those risks.
Sometimes you have to pay to play, and
if you want to have a lot of fun amenities
that translates into more risks for the
carriers and more premiums. That said,
it’s still a fairly competitive marketplace
right now with the carriers we have.”
Jones agreed that the insurance market is taking campground growth in
stride. “We’re seeing the trend of parks
becoming more resort-like, focusing on
resort activities, adding more features,
attractions and glamping. The carriers
are being receptive to that, and we help

big issue more and more as campgrounds use technology to do payments
and reservations,” Oliver suggested.
Jones agreed. “A lot of campground
owners don’t know they’re exposed to
cyber liability. It just means the work
you’re doing online. I see two areas.
“The first is data breach. Even if
you’re using someone for payment processing and reservations, customers are
reserving with your park and if there’s a
data breach, you’ll have to make the
notifications and that can be costly,” she
explained.

Cyber threats are a real possiblity for campgrounds but can be mitigated with insurance.

“The other area is websites and the
content on your site,” she continued.
“We’re not seeing a lot of campground
owners taking that coverage, but more
and more people are, and I think people
need to understand their exposure.”
Aside from the risks posed by attacks
from viruses and hackers, there’s another cyber risk in many campground
stores, Tolli said. If there’s an automated
teller machine at an RV park, there’s a
risk of “skimming” or data theft from the
machine.
Again, if that happens, it can fall on
the campground operator to notify potential victims. “We haven’t heard about

RV Park Insurance – continued on page 24
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Communication Key to Creating,
Maintaining a Successful RV Park
Heidi
Runels
From as early as I can remember, my
dad always told us, “Communication is
key.” As a kid that meant always telling
the truth, but my dad’s phrase means
even more to me now as a member of
his business team. Our constant (sometimes ad nauseam) focus on communication has helped shape a variety of
components of our park, Wekiva Falls RV
Resort in Sorrento, Fla.
Probably the most perpetual and obvious form of communication in our
daily business is that between the guest
and our staff. Our office staff is the front
line of our business. They interact over
the phone, in the park, during check in,
check out, etc. There are some key
moments we should be training our
office team to think about how and what
they are communicating.
• Phone reservation: This is the first
opportunity to talk with the potential
guest; taking a reservation or answering
questions. We encourage our staff at this
point to “set the expectation.” Be sure to
tell the guest everything they need to
know prior to arrival — pet policies,
check-in times, something unique about
your property. These types of conversations help to avoid any communication
breakdowns when the guest arrives.
• Check in: We all have some version
of a “welcome notice.” But are you taking the time to review this information?
Even if a guest has been camping with
you for years, things are constantly
changing at our properties. Do you have
a new feature to tell them? Maybe a new
rule? This information should be communicated to every guest, every time.
• Check out: As our guests depart we
need to make sure we are taking the
time to say “goodbye.” Any questions or
concerns can be addressed here before
they end up in online review sites. We
should also be taking this opportunity to
invite our guests to return. Let them
know about the next great event or
special promotion weekend. The guest
only knows what we tell them.
Of course, our office isn’t our only staff
to communicate with our guests. Our
maintenance staff is constantly buzzing
through the park on golf carts wearing
bright orange shirts. We have trained our
maintenance staff to give a friendly wave
to every single guest they see while
driving by. What about other areas of
business in the park, concession store
employees or activity directors? Are
they promoting the same message as
everyone else?
Marketing to Guests
Granted, all of our marketing campaigns are communicating to our
guests. But what are we saying and how
are we saying it? There are a few distinct
places where the opportunity to communicate with our guests is at its peak.
• Ads: It doesn’t matter if these are
print, online or billboards, the first thing
WOODALLSCM.com

to remember is to keep your marketing
honest and representative of your property. Ads are usually the smallest place
we have to make the biggest impact so
the communication here needs to be
extremely concise. Your logo/name, a
picture or two, contact information, and
a few bullet points of highlighting key
features are all you need.
• Website: This is the most convenient place for guests to get information
about your park. Make sure your website
is easy to navigate, with clear tool bars,
bullet-pointed information and lots of
large clear pictures. If you’re using a blog
on your website, make sure your content
is updated and fresh. Keep your pictures
rotating and reflective of any new
improvements and events. Don’t forget
any calendars or other dated information. If you let your website turn stale,
future guests will assume you do the
same for your park.
• Online reviews: There are multiple
websites available for guests to review
your park. Most of these sites offer the
owner the ability to respond. If you are
not doing this yet, you need to start right
away. Respond to positive and negative
reviews. Remember to keep your
responses professional. You can use
these platforms to explain any miscommunications. Of course this is why the
initial communication is so important,
but if it does get to this point, you still
have one last opportunity to set the
record straight.
The final key communication channel is management to staff. We are a
family-owned business. After our business was stabilized, the ownership team
stepped back to focus on new projects
and our families. We live 1,000 miles
from the park. What does this mean for
us? Communication with our staff has to
be clear, often and thorough. My brother
is responsible for talking with the office
manager on a daily basis. My dad works
with the head of maintenance and I
work with our activities directors. We
host weekly conference calls with our
team to review what’s happening at the
park, our online reviews, new information on the website, monthly revenue
goals and so much more. The office
sends nightly email reports recapping
their day with a section dedicated to
what we call the “PGE,” or Personal
Guest Experience. Here the office staff
talks amongst themselves about the different encounters they had during the
day with guests and then share with us
the most exemplary customer-service
experience of the day. The more time we
spend reminding our team “communication is key,” the more success we see.
Communication can seem so simple
if you let it. Take a look at your marketing
components from a fresh perspective.
What do you see? What impression do
you get of your property? Push yourself
and your team to start thinking about
communication as key to your success.

AQUA-CYCLE WATER TRIKES
Aqua-Cycle Water Trikes are an adventure on the water for all ages.
Their innovative design and durable materials allow Aqua-Cycle
Water Trikes to traverse lakes, rivers and beaches with ease. Water
sports locations rate Aqua-Cycles® at the top of their paddle boat
rental list. Adults and children alike enjoy the safe, smooth ride.

Small Investment That Keeps on Working • Built to Last – Easy to Maintain • Made in
USA! • Environmentally Safe and Eco-Friendly • No Age Restrictions – Fun for All Ages

800-970-2688 • aquatic-adventures.com

Heidi Runels is marketing director
for her family-owned Wekiva Falls RV
Resort in Sorrento, Fla. She lives in
the much cooler climate of the Michigan-Indiana line in the heart of the
RV industry. WCM
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RV Park Insurance —from page 22
these incidents occurring at campgrounds, but they’re certainly vulnerable to it,” he said. “Cyber policies can
help cover some of those losses, the cost
of notification.”

Oliver said there are, in fact, two
related coverage options: Cyber liability
and identity theft. While most campground owners wouldn’t think about
the park’s identity, the identity theft coverage protects the campground in case,
in addition to if customer data is stolen,

someone steals the park’s business account information and fraudulently
uses it.
Take Time to Make Sure
You’re Properly Covered
Ultimately, the amount of options
out there means that insurance can be
customized to the different needs of
every RV park and campground, but it
takes time and it takes open communi-

comfort level understanding that you’re
covered and when to contact your
professional. The worst thing you can
do is not communicate.”
Oliver added, “If you’re paying for
insurance, you should have an agent
that’s willing to be there in case you
have a claim. Every property claim I’ve
had in the last three years, I visited the
campground to see what went on and
what I can do to help settle the claim.

Games can increase fun but campground operators need to be sure they are covered.

cation between the campground’s
owner and insurance professionals.
“Do we like ATVs? Do we like golf cart
rentals? We’re not crazy about that kind
of stuff, but we can work with campground owners on it,” K&K’s Norton
said. “We have a number of campgrounds that offer guided trail rides or
guided snowmobile rides.”
K&K has a long history of insurance
in various outdoor sectors — resorts,
camps and campgrounds — and can
usually meet needs as campgrounds
expand. “Before you decide to start
something, make sure there’s coordination with your insurance partner. As you
develop water activities, that’s something we want to be involved with.”
Jones said park owners need to be
sure their insurance agents know the
complexities of the needs of campgrounds. “You should ask yourself, ‘Is
this person a specialist?’ They should
explain enough to you to give you a high
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“I love the campground industry,”
Oliver continued. “It’s important to
understand you need a partner and that
partner’s your insurance agent and the
company insuring you. When things go
wrong, you want somebody who’s going
to stand behind you.”
Barber agreed and added that a good
working relationship is essential. “I can’t
stress enough giving your insurance
professional enough time to come in
and explain it. If they don’t, you’ve got to
find somebody else. On the day when
something happens, you want to be
back in business and you want things to
Play areas, pools and rental park models
should all be considered when talking
about insurance coverage.

be good. Feeling comfortable is a pretty
good feeling.”
Tolli observed, “There’s so many
types of insurance out there. It’s not a
fun part of running a campground, but
it can be a lifesaver. Don’t assume you
have coverage. If you’re worried about
something, call your agent and find out.
“Make sure you’re doing a thorough
review with your agent each year,” he
continued, “reviewing your building
limits. I don’t think I ever heard of anyone who had a claim who had too much
insurance.” —Justin Leighty WCM
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After a Long Day, Park Guests May
Not Want to Cook. Can You Help?
Sara
Jewell
As a campground owner of more
than nine years, as a holiday RVer and
most importantly as a woman, after a
long day of driving to a destination, I
don’t want to cook.
Not only do I not want to cook, I
don’t even want to reach into the
freezer for a frozen dinner. I want to get
the coach settled, walk and feed the
dogs, then sit outside with a crisp glass
of wine in my hand while waiting for
my hot, tangy, pepperoni pizza delivered by a smiling work camper. I’ll rinse
out the glasses and plan for the camping gourmet meal tomorrow night.
I speak for other women, too. Visualize it. The mom has been in the rig
for hours with kids, pets and husband,
and by the time set-up in the site is
completed everyone is tired and hungry. Yes, hot dogs over an open fire can
be amusing, or cooking hamburgers
on the grill is fun, but on the first night
my mantra is “order out.” And what
more perfect place to do that than
right at the very campground you
are in? Hence my pitch for a food
that everybody loves, including
vegetarians: pizza.
When we bought our second campground many of our guests wanted to
order out for food when they arrived.
We also considered our own traveling
experiences of limited food options, if
any, upon arrival. We then thought, why
not offer our guests a hot, tasty, hasslefree meal that our workers can quickly
and easily put together and deliver?
Not only were we offering another
amenity for our guests, we were also
creating a new revenue stream that
would be enhanced by additional
purchases of cold drinks, ice cream,
cookies or candy for desert. And while
they were looking over the menu deciding what kind of pizza they wanted,
they would also see our eclectic gift
shop, grocery corner and RV supplies.
Selling pizza, we decided, could
work. So we elected to take about a 9foot-square space located right next to
our check-in counter to put in a Hunt
Brothers Pizza kiosk. This way, we
could utilize our work camper — who
was behind the desk anyway for check
in and retail sales — to also make
pizza. Ergonomically, the design and
arrangement of equipment enabled
our staffer to work easily, efficiently
and seamlessly between reservations,
retail and food service. If it got busy her
partner or we could help and not be in
the way of reservations or the retail
cash register.
Pricing for the pizza is also an attraction for our customer. We charge
one price whether it is plain or loaded.
Hunt Brothers Pizza offers up to 10
toppings for no extra charge. We also
offer our guests wings, chicken
nuggets and even breakfast pizza. The
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menu items can all be cooked by an
“impinger” oven — no fuss, muss,
grease or oil. Impinger ovens are
metal-belt driven, consistent, and simple to use. Katom Restaurant Supply
states on their website that “While
impinger ovens typically employ
radiant heating, they also bombard
food with jets of hot, pressurized air
from above and below. The advantage
of impingement is that it can cook
food more quickly.”
From start to finish it takes our pizza
less than six minutes to cook. I will also
vouch that the pizza (which is delivered to guests in an insulated delivery
bag) arrives at the campsite piping hot.
Another added attraction in using
this system was that the health department didn’t require a grease trap.
Granted, there are other franchise
pizza companies out there. Hunt
Brothers can set up a kiosk which requires minimum of 59 square feet with
all the needed equipment. The company offers training, marketing support and consistency of delivery and
product quality. We found used equipment at a restaurant warehouse and
on Craig’s List, saving a great deal of investment. As for product, the company
supplies frozen thick- and thin-crust
pizzas already prepared with sauce
and cheese, along with 10 available
toppings. Everything is delivered, with
instructions on measurements, seasonings, preparations and cook time.
It’s almost impossible to mess up. We
stick diligently to the preparation
instructions and suggested retail price.
Your return on investment the first
year obviously depends upon the
amount of product sold, cost of constructing the cooking and prep area
and the equipment. Another cost consideration would be if you have to hire
extra staff. We used our work campers
for the build-out, purchased used
equipment, and luckily we use the staff
we would normally use in our typical
workday — and they enjoy it.
We advertise on our website that we
have pizza. We also have signs posted
on the road that advertises pizza,
wings and nuggets. We put posters in
the men’s-, ladies’- and laundry rooms
and take advantage of any marketing
materials the company has to offer.
Most importantly, when a customer
walks in the door and smells a pizza
cooking, we suggest they might want
one, too.
In closing I will add that when we
travel we inevitably end up at a campground that does not provide food
service. If we are just staying one night,
I do in fact reach into the freezer for
some awful frozen dinner, or if
I planned properly, I will have some
pre-made frozen something that
goes well with wine. But it’s a missed
opportunity for that park’s owner.
Sara Jewell has been an awardwinning KOA campground owner
with her husband for more than nine
years. Her focus is marketing communications and she has published two
teen books, “A Christmas Dinosaur”
and “Visit from a Shepherd Boy.” WCM
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CAMPGROUNDPROFILE
Guest Service, Amenities Help Rayford Crossing RV Resort
Rise to the Top of the Competitive Texas Campground Arena

Rally guests are a key component of business at Rayford Crossing RV Resort.

‘We wanted a young, energetic staff and we weren’t concerned if they didn’t know
as much about RVing,’ said co-owner Gwen Craig. ‘It was more important to us that
they be very good at customer interaction and have a great attitude, and I think we’ve
been blessed with amazing people on our staff.’

Texas Advertising co-leaders Debra and Brian Schaeffer (left)
with Gwen and Billy Craig of Rayford Crossing RV Resort.

For Gwen and Billy Craig, the owners
of Rayford Crossing RV Resort in Spring,
Texas, the recipe for success began with
location, timing and patience.
Rayford Crossing — which was
awarded the 2016 Large Park of the Year
award from the Texas Association of
Campground Owners (TACO) — began
as a raw 27-acre plot of land in an area
where the Craigs saw potential.
They purchased the wooded land
north of Houston in 1999 because it was
near the master-planned, relatively affluent The Woodlands community, which
was undergoing massive improvements
including a waterway and a luxury
shopping area on Market Street.
“We sat on the land for a while without
developing it because we were waiting for
construction to finish in The Woodlands,”
26 - July 2016

Gwen said. “There were no upscale RV
parks in the area at the time and so we felt
like we’d be ahead of the curve.”
In 2003 they began working with architects, engineers and county planners, and
then started construction. The 115-site
park opened for business in March 2005.
“We patterned our park after the
upscale, self-contained style of development at The Woodlands,” Gwen said.
“We wanted wide streets, nice signs and
great amenities, so we just started from
there.”
The amenities at Rayford Crossing
include a heated swimming pool, recreation hall, game room, complementary
high-speed Wi-Fi, free DirecTV, an exercise facility, stocked fishing pond,
convenience store, dog park, library with
privacy cubicles, playground and fully

furnished guest cabins. There are also
hiking and bicycling trails throughout
the tree-lined property.
Starting from scratch and acting as
their own general contractor from design
through landscaping allowed the Craigs
to tailor Rayford Crossing to an exact
vision physically, but that’s only part of
the park’s success. As Gwen pointed out,
“you can build a great park, but if you
have lousy management you’re shooting
yourself in the foot.”
To avoid that, the Craigs approached
staffing and management with an
emphasis on personality over resume.
“We were a bit unique I think because
we wanted a young, energetic staff and
we weren’t concerned if they didn’t know
as much about RVing,” Gwen said. “It
was more important to us that they be
very good at customer interaction and

have a great attitude — and I think we’ve
been blessed with amazing people on
our staff. We feel like we have one of the
best staffs in the business.”
In order to facilitate good relationships with guests, Gwen said that frontdesk employees hand out business
cards with their photographs and do
things for guests that build rapport. “For
example, if a guest can’t make it back in
time, one of our employees will go let
their dog out of their unit and take it for
a walk,” Gwen said.
But just as their employees invest in
relationships with their guests, the Craigs
invest in their relationships with their
employees. “We make sure that employees are in a position they can grow in, and
we do heavy training all the time,” Gwen
explained. “We pay for all our staff no
matter what. If they want to go to junior
college, we’ll pay for one class per semester as long as they make a ‘C’ or better.”
That approach, she maintained, is the
main factor in the low staff turnover rate
among their 10 employees, as well as
consistently high ratings on guest surveys.
In order to take advantage of the large,
new facilities they had to offer, Gwen
said Rayford Crossing hosted a lot of
rallies initially and pursued that avenue
as much as possible to introduce the
resort to the RVing public.
“For a while in the beginning we averaged three out of four weeks of every
month having one to two rallies,” she
said. “We were really meant for that and
it helped a lot in terms of exposure and
revenue.”
In order to preserve the vacation
atmosphere of the resort and keep it
consistent with their vision, Gwen said
they limit the number of sites available
for monthly rental, maintaining a balance of half the sites for daily or weekly.
“We recognized that not everyone
wants a camping experience with all the
amenities that we offer at Rayford Crossing or the price tag that comes with the
upscale touch,” Gwen said. “So in 2008,
we purchased the Timber Ridge RV
Village as a way to provide that simpler
experience.”
The Timber Ridge RV Village is
located on the northwest side of The
Woodlands, a 30-minute drive from
Rayford Crossing, and tends to attract
guests looking for slightly longer stays
due to work assignments.

The pool and common areas at the
27-acre park recently got a facelift.
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The main clubhouse houses campground offices
as well as the store, exercise room, meeting
rooms, game room and the library.

“This area has been going full steam
ahead with adding infrastructure and
road construction so we get a lot of construction workers who have homes elsewhere but want to come and live in their
RVs close to the job sites,” Gwen said.
“They don’t need all the amenities but still
want a clean, safe, secure environment.”
Marketing, Advice and Technology
In addition to the 2016 Park of the Year
award from TACO, Rayford Crossing also
garnered a Best Marketing award, and
marketing has been something the
Craigs have taken seriously since before
they broke ground, Gwen emphasized.
“A good two years before we started
construction we joined TACO and
wanted to learn as much as we could,”
she said. “We went to all the seminars
they put on and met (Texas Advertising
co-founders and heads of TACO) Brian
and Debra Schaeffer and Brian became
our guide and source of marketing.”
Brian Schaeffer assisted the Craigs in
developing a plan that presented them
to the market in a unified fashion across
a broad spectrum of advertising venues.
“Our website is absolutely the backbone of all our marketing, and I also think
it’s important to remember that it’s not
just something you get up and then forget about,” Gwen said. “We have potential customers asking us all the time if the
photos on our website are current, and so
we make sure that at least every two years
we have all new photos up that represent
the current condition of the resort.”
They also stay on top of physical
improvements to ensure that those photos are something to be proud of. “We
just did a massive renovation even
though we’re only 11 years old, including
a facelift on the pool and common
areas,” Gwen said. “That probably went

a long way toward being spotlighted as
Park of the Year.”
The Craigs’ industry accolades and
financial success, combined with more
than a decade of experience in ownership and management, bring a fair
amount of folks to their parks seeking advice on how to start or improve an RV
park. The Craigs keep their advice simple.
“I think the biggest piece of advice we
can give for success is that tried-and-true
idea of ‘location, location, location,’”
Gwen said. “Most people don’t come to
your park to see you or your RV park,
they come for the location, they come for
something else that’s drawing them to
the area — an attraction, a graduation, a
wedding, you name it. But when they do
come, if we make sure they have a great
experience and get great service, they’ll
have a good memory and association
with the facility, and it will make it easier
for them to come back or refer a friend.”
Besides location, the only other advice they offer is to give a lot of weight to
marketing — and for park owners who
don’t have marketing experience, to go to
a professional.
“You’ve got to connect with somebody, you’ve got to have some kind of
network when you open, and that’s why
we started marketing two years out,”
Gwen said. “I couldn’t recommend that
more. It doesn’t have to start heavy, just
get your name out. People are creatures
of habit and to get their attention with
something new it really helps to get out
there and market ahead of time.”
When it comes to technology and
software, the park’s management team
uses its own online reservation system,
relies heavily on Google Analytics to
measure their online marketing
performance and help make it more
effective and recently developed a free

mobile app to assist guests in finding
reliable local services.
“It’s a list of concert venues, restaurants, groceries stores, doctors, that type
of thing,” Gwen said. “We only include
those that we’ve had experiences with or
have had positive guest feedback.”

The private fishing pond is just one of the
many amenities at the wooded park.

As with many parks, Rayford Crossing
includes guest-satisfaction surveys as
part of its marketing efforts; however,
their 90% response rate has surprised
even the Craigs.
“I think it has to do with their simplicity,” Gwen said. “We send every guest a
survey with 10 simple questions and it
doesn’t take a lot of time.”
Social media usage is also a point of
focus and they’ve set aside dedicated
staff time for that as well.
“We are constantly working to create
a presence on social media,” Gwen said.
“We probably have a little higher overhead because we have staff in place that
can do all that stuff. It may not result in
The park’s poolside space is
popular for group gatherings.

Staff includes (L-R) Melissa Williamson, Ashland Burkett, Josh
Maropis, Scott McGee, Taylor Contreras, Brandi Harkins, Cody
Townzen and Kristina Vogel.
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immediate reservations but we’ve found
it to be very worthwhile.”
Concierge services and coordinated
activities are two more areas where Rayford Crossing attempts to raise the bar.
In addition to standard concierge activities like reserving limousines, Uber rides,
theater tickets and other events, the
resort offers firewood for sale, golf-cart
rentals and a unique rental package —
an on-site margarita machine (including
optional mixes).
“We’ve found that most guests of RV
resorts, they don’t want camping, they
want glamping,” Gwen said. “Yes they
want to build a fire in a firepit — but they
want the wood delivered to the site. They
want to walk on concrete, sit by the pool
and bring some wine.”
For those guests whose activity desires
go beyond fires, pools and drinks, Rayford Crossing provides extensive activities curated by dedicated staff members.
“We go outside of the normal realm of
doing activities and we have a staff that
designs activities, puts it together, hires
DJs, that type of thing, and then pushes
it on social media,” Gwen said.
It’s in creating those types of social
events and connections where the Craigs
take the most joy.
“The biggest reward for me is just serving people,” Gwen said. “It’s so nice to see
everybody relax and come together with
their kids in the summertime without as
many video games and distractions. We
love to do socials in the evenings as much
as possible to get everybody together. It’s
very simple, but it’s a matter of meshing
people together and they form relationships, and sometimes those last forever.”
—Ty Adams WCM

Campground Overview
Name: Rayford Crossing RV Resort
Address: 29321 S. Plum Creek
Drive, Spring, TX 77386
Number of sites: 115, with 45 pullthrough sites and three cabins
Physical description: Spacious RV
resort on 27 wooded acres with
a private fishing pond as well as
hiking and biking trails
Season: Open year-round
Rates: From $54/day for standard
back-in to $78/day for premium
pull-through sites; camping
cabins $97/day
Website: www.rayfordcrossing.com
Contact: 281-298-8008
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Swimming Pools Still Make a TQMBTI with Campground Guests

‘Swimming pools are an integral part of creating that vacation-destination atmosphere
where people feel pampered and special in the environment they’re in,’ said David King
of Lake George RV Park. ‘Even if they might not use the pool, they want to sit by the pool.’
When discussing the creation, maintenance and operation of swimming pools with
campground and RV resort operators, a very
consistent theme begins to develop: It’s not
easy and it’s not cheap — but it’s well worth it.
Despite the rising cost of materials, the
general demand for bigger and better facilities and ever-increasing government regulation as health codes become more stringent,
every operator who talked to Woodall’s
Campground Management said that swimming pools are still one of the most important
amenities — and almost always are at
the top of the list when it comes to crowdpleasing attractions.
Dave King, the president/CEO of Lake
George RV Park in Lake George, N.Y., puts it
this way: “What we’re finding with swimming
pools is that whether or not swimming pools
are something that guests are going to utilize
during their stay, they want to be in a resort
that has nice pools,” he said. “If you’re calling
yourself a resort today, swimming pools are
an integral part of creating that vacationdestination atmosphere where people feel
pampered and special in the environment

they’re in. Even if they might not use the pool,
they want to sit by the pool.”
Of course, King added, the five pools at
Lake George — two outdoor, two wading and
one indoor — certainly do see quite a bit of
use, especially by families with children, even
though the summer season in New York is not
a long one and even though the park is just
down the road from both its namesake lake
and a popular waterpark.
“Indoor pools especially are not too common in campgrounds in this area,” King said.
“I think there are only three in the state, but
we found out that having the indoor pool as
part of the recreation facilities was important
for the colder months and it certainly takes
the pressure off the outdoor pools in the
shoulder season for the first few weeks after
opening and the last few weeks before
closing.”
King said that the indoor pool not only addresses the inclement weather issue but is
easier to maintain, easier to heat and from a
marketing standpoint is crucial to selling sites
in the off season.
“For us to be a success we knew we had

An indoor pool expands the swimming
season for Lake George guests.
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to build demand for the campground in the off
season,” he said. “The indoor pool has been
a huge part of our success in doing that for
the 40 years we’ve had that pool. When we

Similarly, Tony Breton, the general manager at Sherkston Shores resort in Sherkston,
Ontario, said that the importance of the swimming pools goes beyond providing a single
activity. The park offers two heated pools,
three giant waterslides, two splash pads and
a hot tub.
“Having this kind of a large, high-quality
aquatics facility is a key part of our operation
and identity,” he said. “It’s not only used for
swimming but we do entertainment around
the pools as well. We have our own events
team and they do singing and dancing with
kids and karaoke by the pools, and we have
bands that we put poolside, so it’s a gathering
place for residents to come be entertained
and a social spot as well.”
While the Sherkston Shores and Lake
George facilities exist in northern geographies that limit operations, their counterparts
in more southern climes come with slightly
different opportunities and challenges. At
Catherine’s Landing resort in Hot Springs,
Ark. (an RVC Outdoor Destinations property),
General Manager Jeff Love said its 55,000gallon heated saline pool is open all year, but
lack of use in the depth of winter makes it
slightly challenging to justify the expense of
keeping it heated.
“This year, come January the pool was
open but we could hear the crickets,” Love
said. “We only had one person attempt it and
even though the pool is heated it was shortlived. So we turned off the heater for January
and February and turned it on again in March.
For spring break we had a lot of customers
who were just ecstatic when they heard our
pool was open.”
Safety and Access are Important
Bodies of water always come with safety
risks, and while individual properties may

Sherkston Shores guests enjoy
enhanced features in the pool.

opened this year, we had 180 RVs come in for
opening and more than 50% of those guests
had young children who wanted to use the
pool. So it is a huge success for us and we’ll
continue to do updates and renovations.”
Lake George added its first pool in 1967
under the direction of King’s father and park
founder Victor King, and they are currently in
the process of undertaking the largest
improvement in their long history, a removal
of two of their outdoor pools, to be replaced
by a state-of-the art aquatic entertainment
area designed and installed by Aquatic
Design and Engineering of Orlando, Fla.
“We haven’t released the details yet, but
it’s going to be nothing like anyone has seen
in the Northeast,” King said. “It won’t be a
water park — we don’t want to be a water
park in competition with the one next door —
but we do want to offer complementary experiences and want our guests to have a stateof-the-art resort swimming pool experience.”

employ different strategies for managing that
risk, operators said the safety of guests is top
priority.
“In addition to employing an aquatics
manager who oversees all the operations, we
have a team of lifeguards that we employ
throughout the season,” Breton said.
“Usually during the summer season we
employ anywhere from 20 to 25 lifeguards to
keep it safe and secure.”
Breton said the hiring strategy for lifeguards at Sherkston Shores is not only tap
into young high school and college age students in the area, but to create leadership
within the team among retirees. “We have
what we call our mature team who are
retirees that head to Florida and come back
every summer and they really provide a nice
mentoring atmosphere,” he said.
At Lake George, King said the park’s staff
utilizes closed-circuit cameras, emergency
phones and a “no single swimmers” policy in
Woodall’s Campground Management

order to continue their record of operating
without any serious pool-related injuries.
“We’ve tried to create swimming pool
environments where we can have responsible
staff working in adjacent areas providing
constant supervision,” he said. “Our choice in
not using lifeguards is simply a supply-and-demand issue. It was determined in the state that
there wouldn’t be enough lifeguards to handle

operators are lack of education and general
neglect of equipment, especially for smaller,
owner-operated properties.
“The smaller operator may have other
responsibilities in addition to tending to the
pool,” he said, “which is why automation and
reliable products are necessary to ensure
safe swimming conditions.”
Wayne Smith, the president of WMS
Aquatics in Ellensburg, Wash., said that
In addition to swimming, pools like this one at one common issue for pool operators
Catherine’s Landing provide a nice gathering place. who go to a saltwater chlorination
system is particularly devastating. “Usually it’s when the operator decided to go
with a saltwater system and didn’t
consider that their equipment isn’t
bonded electrically,” he said. “It can be
a shock to see your equipment self
destruct the year after you bought it.”
Although pool regulations vary by
state and municipality, Bonivita and
McGinty said that the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s
recently introduced universal pool code
for construction and operation, called the
the requirements should they be required at
Model Aquatic Health Code (MAHC), is
every seasonal pool. I think families with chilalready being adopted by local and state
dren are actually often more responsible
health departments.
under the supervision of the parent than they
“The code has played a major role in
would be with lifeguards. If you go to the state
our focus, which is on our line of sanitizing
records, almost all fatalities in pools in our
products,” McGinty said.
state have been in facilities with lifeguards.”
Bonivita described the MAHC as “the
Love at Catherine’s Landing said the park’s
biggest thing coming” in terms of regulations
staff members take a similar approach by
and expects it to be enacted widely. “I fully
providing increased presence in the pool
expect it to be adopted pretty much everyarea when it gets crowded and by performing
where in next 10 years,” he said. “And that’s
an increased number of pool checks.
going to require a whole different standard
Access for all guests is another important
for operators to follow.”
topic for properties with swimming facilities.
Despite catering to an RVing demographic
Income Outweighs the Costs
that trends toward retirees and older travelOperating costs will obviously vary
ers, some in the outdoor sector believe that
depending on pool size and type of equipcampgrounds and RV parks have historically
ment, but the general consensus among
lagged a bit behind municipal or public
operators was that while pools are somefacilities when it comes to affording access
what expensive to run, they provide earning
for those with physical limitations.
potential that is vastly greater.
“We haven’t found RV parks and campAt Lake George, King said that average
grounds to be a big portion of our business
maintenance and operating costs for their
yet,” said Linda Nolan, president of Aquatic
pools is roughly $225,000 a year.
Access Inc. of Jefferson, Ky., which has manufactured water-operated swimming
pool lifts for 30 years. “My information is
that most RV parks and campgrounds
with pools don’t have lifts, but they aren’t
required to by the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) because they’re
not public facilities.”
Despite a lack of government mandate, industry representatives told us that
Pools can be a big draw
the North American outdoor hospitality for all age groups.
sector is taking big strides in accessibility. At Sherkston Shores, Breton said their
pools feature ADA-compliant stairs and
employ a portable lift when necessary
“When you have as many aquatic areas
(portable lifts are no longer legal at U.S.
as we have, as long as you’re planning your
pools), while at Catherine’s Landing and Lake
preventative maintenance and you do it in roGeorge RV Park, their focus is to ensure that
tation so you don’t do all three pools in one
all upcoming renovations are ADA-compliant.
year, it’s not so tough to absorb,” he said. “If
you’re doing good preventative maintenance
Blue Water Brings Red Tape
you’re not going to hit the wall.”
and Common Issues
King said that pool costs, as with all of
Swimming pool regulations in general
their “signature services” not common to RV
can be quite strenuous but experts said the
parks, are factored into a higher nightly rate
solution is education and regular attention.
rather than creating a ticket system for
“I liken it to taking care of a dog,” said
aquatic areas as some properties do.
Michael Bonavita, vice president at B & R
At Catherine’s Landing, Love said that anPools and Swim Shop in Pittsburgh, Pa. “If
other consideration when comparing revyou ignore it, you’re definitely going to have
enue and expenses in relation to the pool is
a mess to clean up. The biggest mistake I see
to factor in peripheral sales that wouldn’t be
out there is that pool owners think it’s just
nearly as high without an aquatic area.
something you switch on and it’s going to
“The pool area generates huge sales
operate itself.”
when it comes to our retail store and bar
Usually, that manifests as a water chemarea, which are also located there,” Love
istry problem with levels either too high or too
said. “The cost of pool operations for us is a
low, and sometimes equipment failure, he said.
very low percentage compared to what we
Troy McGinty, global product manager for
make in retail and alcohol sales. Those
commercial products at pool equipment maneclipse what it takes to run it.” —Ty Adams
ufacturer Hayward Industries, agreed that
WCM
the most common challenges for commercial
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Suppliers and Consultants Can Help
At Lake George, King said that average
maintenance and operating costs for
their pools is roughly $225,000 a year.

While commercial swimming pool operation and maintenance is no small undertaking
these days, the market is full of suppliers and consultants who have decades of cumulative
experience and who are often happy to assist with advice or equipment. Here’s a small
sample of companies in the industry and the products and services they offer.
Adolph Kiefer and Associates: This 69-year-old company provides pool accessories and
safety equipment as well as performance swimming gear.
847-872-8866; www.keifer.com
Anchor Industries: Founded in 1892, Anchor is a worldwide distributor of commercial tents,
canopies, awnings, safety pool covers, bags, cases and contract-sewn items.
812-867-2421; www.anchorinc.com
Aquatic Access: Founder John Nolan introduced the first water-powered bathtub chair
in 1962 and a similar product for swimming pools in 1980. Today, the Nolan family business
offers a full line of water-powered lifts for in-ground pools and spas, above-ground pools
and spas, portable spas, swim spas, and for most whirlpool, therapy, or rehabilitation tubs
and pools, including those with six-foot walls. They also build lifts for boats, for docks, and
for cruise ships to provide access to pools and spas.
502-425-5817; www.aquaticaccess.com
B&R Pool and Swim Shop: Founded in 1965, B&R provides nearly every pool-related service or product other than pool construction, including equipment, chemicals and chemical
systems, pool operation education and performance swimming gear.
412-661-7665; www.bandrpools.com
Dri-Dek: The company provides interlocking, anti-skid deck tiles offered in a variety of
colors and sizes for pool and other wet area applications.
239-643-0448; www.dri-dek.com
Matéflex: Founded in 1975, the company is now the oldest manufacturer of modular
flooring solutions for a variety of applications including pool, spa and bathhouse decking.
315-733-1412; www.mateflex.com
Gary Thull Pools Inc.: Established in 2007, the company offers design and construction
services as well as safety inspections, repairs and pool updating.
814-355-1009; www.garythullpools.com
Hayward Industries: With 80 years of experience in the pool manufacturing business,
Hayward offers commercial products including hydraulic, filtration, sanitization, ambiance
and comfort solutions for licensed commercial swimming pools, spas, interactive play
features and more.
800-657-2287; www.hayward-pool.com
In the Swim: Founded in 1982, the company now provides thousands of swimming pool
products ranging from pool chemicals, to pool cleaners, equipment and other pool accessories.
800-765-7946; www.intheswim.com
Leslie’s Swimming Pool Supplies: Founded in 1963 and now billed as “the world’s largest
retailer of swimming pool supplies,” with more than 850 retail stores in 35 states across America in addition to an online store, the company offers a comprehensive product line including
chemicals, cleaning devices, equipment, parts, recreational and safety products.
602-366-3999; www.lesliespool.com
Neptune Benson: Neptune Benson, an Evoqua brand, has been in the water filtration and
disinfection industry since 1956, serving recreational, municipal, and industrial water markets.
800-832-8002; www.neptunebenson.com
Neuman Pools: Since 1973, Neuman has been a builder of aquatic facilities with expertise
in all areas of planning, design and construction. The company’s portfolio includes lap pools,
leisure pools, public indoor and outdoor pools, waterfalls, school facilities and water parks
among others.
920-885-3366; www.neumanpools.com
Spectrum Aquatics: A PlayCore company with more than 40 years experience manufacturing an array of aquatic products used in the construction and operation of commercial
swimming pools and spas, Spectrum’s flagship products include starting platforms, the
backstroke start device, pool lifts and accessibility equipment, ladders, standard and custom
rails, steps, diving platforms, lifeguard chairs and pool covers.
406-542-9781; www.spectrumproducts.com
Water Ventures: The company provides management, construction and equipment for
waterparks and aquatic facilities with more than 30 years experience.
949-470-3299; www.waterventures.com
W.M. Smith Aquatics: A family-run business since 1972, it operates as an equipment
supplier and a design/build contractor for the swimming-pool industry.
800-426-9460; www.wmsaquatics.com. WCM
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GuestView Wald —from page 11
So, to summarize, RVs are built to RV
and vehicle standards and are designed
and built for temporary use. Houses are
built to housing standards and are
designed and built as a permanent
residence. How consumers use both
products is separately regulated at the
state and local level.
This seems like a good point in my
story to have a quick side conversation
about “full-timers,” that passionate subset
of RV owners who choose to sell their
house and take to the road in their RV to
attack their “bucket list” of sites to see and
people to visit. Full-time RV enthusiasts
must also comply with local zoning regulations. For them this means complying
with RV use regulations — such as campground length-of-stay limit requirements
— and regulations prohibiting parking or
staying in their RV in residential areas. By
staying in compliance with state and local
RV-use regulations, these highly mobile
RVers don’t fall into the same category of
‘permanent residence’ that people who
want to live in tiny houses do. Full-timers
do a great job of understanding this
distinction and complying with state and
local RV use requirements.
So, back to tiny houses. As we all know,
in the 31⁄2 years since my niece asked me
about them, cable TV has become littered
with tiny house shows. Those shows invariably have a happy ending, portraying
satisfied customers preparing to live in a
tiny house. Well, it shouldn’t be a surprise
at this point in its history to understand
that there is very little reality in ‘reality television.’ Not having been built to the IRC,
state modular codes or federal HUD standards for manufactured housing, in most
jurisdictions in the United States those
cute little houses are not legal permanent
residences — an inconvenient fact that
most of these shows gloss over.
The tiny house community learned —
and is still learning — this reality the hard
way as it runs into local jurisdictions that
will not allow tiny homes to be used as
permanent housing. And what some tiny
house builders found was that many of
their customers were deciding that living
in such a small space was not such a great
idea after all — and so, instead, were
putting the product into campgrounds
and using them for weekend getaways the
way consumers use RVs.
Seeing this evolution of the use of their
product, some “tiny house” builders
changed their business model and joined
RVIA in order to build RV products to RV
standards for RV camping use because if
they are designed and built to the 1192 or
1195 RV standards and comply with the
federal and state vehicle standards and
their customers comply with RV use
regulations then, yes, “tiny homes on
wheels” can be RVs.
That’s where it got interesting for me
personally and for RVIA as a trade association. As the tiny house movement
caught fire, I was soon receiving a trickle
of calls from tiny house on wheels
builders and enthusiasts asking me how
they could legally build or live in a tiny
house. It turns out that RVIA — and my
name specifically — had been passed
around the tiny house on wheels social
media circles as an “expert” on tiny
homes regulations. I was not! I was an
expert on RV use regulations. But somehow that distinction kept getting lost.
Soon the trickle of calls was a torrent.
Over and over, I and other RVIA staff
explained that yes, a so-called “tiny
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house” could meet RV standards but that
doing so would not make it legal to site
and live in one as a permanent residence.
However, we’ve told them over and over,
building a so-called “tiny house” to the
correct RV and vehicle standards would
allow them to be used as an RV by state
and local authorities.
But, of course, designing and building
a product to be an RV and then calling it a
“tiny house on wheels” in light of those
mostly-fictional ‘reality’ cable TV shows
certainly blurs the bright line between
RVs and residential housing and could
confuse state and local use regulators.
RVIA at first sought to deal with this
risk by requiring that manufacturers who
wanted to join the association sign a commitment form giving their word to design
and build their so-called “tiny houses on
wheels” to be RVs — meaning they are
designed and built to the 1192 or 1195
standards which specify temporary seasonal recreational or camping use and
comply with vehicle regulations including
registering with the federal government
as a vehicle manufacturer. RVIA membership now also comes with a stern warning
to RV manufacturers that telling consumers they can use an RV the same way
they would use a residential house places
the customer in an uncomfortable legal
situation in a way that may come back to
have consequences for the manufacturer
and the entire industry.
Today, as I personally transition from
managing the park model segment of the
industry for the association to broader
RVIA management priorities over the
course of this year and into 2017, I still
worry that “tiny houses on wheels” that
are built and sold as RVs are blurring the
line between RVs and housing. But
constant disruption is the new marketplace reality, so RVIA tries to educate tiny
house on wheels manufacturers — and
all RV builders — about the regulatory
and legal ramifications of riding the
ragged edge of the bright line between
RVs and housing and try to keep them on
the correct side of that line.
But what about the dream my niece
had of tiny houses on wheels transforming the housing market in the United
States? My advice to tiny-house-onwheels builders who want to build residential housing has been consistent for
over three years: Come together and develop residential standards that make
tiny houses on wheels safe and sturdy.
Then, convince either the states or local
jurisdictions that they are acceptable or
convince the federal government’s housing agency, HUD, of the same. Come together as an industry — separate and
distinct from the RV industry — to create
a regulatory framework in which tiny
houses on wheels are legal housing, just
as the RV industry came together
decades ago to create a regulatory
framework where RVs are legal for temporary seasonal, recreational and camping purposes. Reach out to organizations
such as the Manufactured Housing Institute and to HUD to see if they can help
create a regulatory scheme under which
my niece’s dream can actually come true.
If that happens — and I have spoken
with several tiny house enthusiasts who
tell me it will — and the bright line
between RVs and housing is maintained,
then this long and unexpected journey
may yet have a very happy ending indeed.
Matt Wald has served as executive
director of park model RVs for the
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association
(RVIA) since 2012. WCM

CAMPGROUND
Stunning Vermont Campground for Sale!

For Sale By Owner
60 SITE CAMPGROUND
Rated 4 Stars by Woodalls
All Pull-Thru Sites
Bath House with Showers
Laundromat • Propane Sales
Beautifully Landscaped
31 Unit Mini Storage Rental
114 ACRE FARM
(Sold with campground or separately)

8,000 Sq Ft STEEL BUILDING
2 Miles East of I-55
Sikeston, Missouri

Beautiful Vermont campground in a tourist
location. 20 acres with 90 total campsites,
1/3 seasonal to bring in winter income. 20,
30, 50 amp electric, water, sewer, back-in and
pull thru RV sites. Large recreation hall, bath
house, game room and laundry. Heated pool,
swimming pond, playground, camp store &
propane fill station. 2 bedroom, 2 bath home
with basement, attached garage and shed.
Great location off of the interstate for easy
access. $850k, no owner financing available.
Email campgroundforsale@aol.com for details.

WANTED!
RV Park near
Metro Area
or Large City!

Alex at 573-472-1339

240-600-2304 or
jasonsharer@gmail.com

Campground For Sale by Owner

PRIME

Woodall’s 4-Star 2015. 31-1/2 acres, 200 sites
(all with water & 30 amp, some with sewer & 50
amp), 2 bathhouses with flush toilets & showers,
2 laundromats, playground with Rainbow unit,
36' x 64' heated pool (new 2013), 7,000 sq foot
event building, 26' x 56' mobile home (3 BR, 2
full baths). $2.5 million.
Cannon Falls Campground, Cannon Falls, MN
507-263- 3145 or cell 612-709-9895
www.cannonfallscampground.com

Jefferson County, Florida
Two Good Sam RV Parks
One Mobile Home Park
+
Adjoining Residence
on One Acre

Serious Inquiries Call

850-997-3890

CL ASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Rates are $1 per word, minimum $15 per ad. Payment
must accompany order. Closing date is the first of the month preceding
month of publication. Published monthly. Make remittance payable to
Woodall’s Campground Management, 2901 E. Bristol St., Ste. B, Elkhart, IN 46514

HELP WANTED
CAMPGROUND MANAGERS
Travel Resorts of America is expanding
and is seeking both experienced and potential managers to join our professional
management team as operations managers or managers in training. For more
information about current and future
openings, please contact Robert Bouse at

rbouse@travelresorts.com. “Have Fun,
Make Money” with an industry leader!

FOR SALE
300 GALLON PHELPS HONEY
WAGON with 5.5 HP Honda. Used 3
seasons, excellent condition. Park has
gone full hookup. West Virginia, $3,500.
Call: 304-445-2203 for details.
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Campground Brokers, we
have a 30-year proven track
record of selling parks!
We know the campground industry.
We help educate buyers to this industry.
We meet the buyer to remove contingencies.
We personally attend every closing.
We are available to help – before, during, and even years
after the sale!
• We promise to always tell you the truth…even if it hurts!

•
•
•
•
•

We would like the opportunity to help you in the same way; contact
us at 800-648-1624 or email to: info@campgroundbrokers.com

“Specializing in RV PARKS and
CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE”
Over 30 Years Experience

www.rvparksforsale.com
Our Experience And Expertise = SOLD
612 Sidney Baker St. • Kerrville, Texas 78028
Phone: 830-896-5050 • Fax: 830-896-5052

MICHIGAN CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE
SEVERAL CAMPGROUNDS AVAILABLE
Including in North Central, South
East and West Michigan Regions

BRIGGS REALTY
www.briggsrealtyonline.com

616-942-1071

WANTED!
RV parks with water feature
(lake, river, ocean), or near major
attraction. Prefer 200+ sites with
high number of seasonal residents,
but will consider smaller parks
(with or without water feature), if
have high seasonal occupancy in
desirable location near attractions.
Family and/or retirement. Rural
or city location. We will decide
quickly and pay all cash or
structure sale to meet your needs.
We are experienced RV park
owners and assure confidentiality.
Brokers welcome.
Please call or email us today:
Phone: 518-725-2003
Email: usresorts@outlook.com

Lake of the Ozarks RV Park For Sale

PARK BROKERAGE INC.
Riviera RV Resort on the
Colorado River, Blythe, CA
175 RV Sites, 9 Park Models, Pool,
Spa, Boat Launch.13.3% Cap Rate,
28 Year Extendable Ground Lease.
$2,500,000 with Assumable and
Seller Financing.

Giant Redwoods RV Park
& Campground, Humboldt
County Redwoods State Park
53 RV & 24 Tent Sites on the Eel River
on the Avenue of the Giants Highway.
Newly Renovated, Low Rates. $1,625,000,
8.9% Cap Rate, 17% Cash Flow.

Pine Flat Lake RV Park,
Sierra, NV Foothills
Near Fresno, CA
200 RV Sites with All Year Round,
Permanents. Very Popular Water Skiing
& Fishing Lake. Low Rents,
Seller Financing at 5%, $3,000,000.

Oxbow Estates RV Park
$1,150,000
Payson, AZ
49 Large Spaces + 6 Apartments and
Owner/Manager Home. Beautiful Mountain
Setting in the Pines just Hour from Phoenix.
20 Degrees Cooler in the Summer!

John Grant/Park Brokerage Inc.
john.grant11510@gmail.com • 800-987-3363 • Fax 858-530-2368
www.parkbrokerage.com

Woodall’s 5-Star rating
Located with-in Minutes of the Lake
Meticulously Maintained and Operated
40 sites on 16 Acres • 5 Cabins
Office/Store • Swimming Pool
Showers and Restrooms
Game and Meeting Rooms
Boat Rentals and Dock Slips
Covered and Open Storage
Walking Trails
1600 Sq. Ft. Owners Home
Room For Expansion
Potential Income from Cell Tower
$699,000
www.havaspacervpark.com
RE/MAX at the Lake
Ed Oberste • edoberste@remax.net
573-374-3288

For Sale by Owner
Turnkey 30 FHU campground
located on busy I-70 in
Eastern Colorado. Quick closing.
ONLY $189K.
+ Nice 4 bedroom stick home
ONLY $110K.
Must be purchased together.
970-664-2218
jlensz@outlook.com

Campgrounds/RV Parks
ME - NH - NY
Don Dunton – One of America’s most
experienced Campground/RV Park Brokers
………………………………………………
This month’s featured listings:

Location, Location, Location...
RV Park for Sale By Owner
1/2 mile off I-90
Situated between Mt Rushmore and Yellowstone
Devils Tower Exit
56 RV sites, 25 tent sites, 2 cabins
Heated swimming pool
Store, laundry, game room, propane
New Owners apartment above store/office
New 26 x 40 shop
New John Deere compact tractor & 10 implements
Jeep Wrangler with snow plow
Appx. 7 acres
City water, City sewer, CATV
Good Sam Rating 9
30-50 amp pull thru sites
$1,100,000
Serious buyers only / no brokers

ME - 50+ acres,well-built former KOA,105 sites
lg main building, pool, nice home, + 2nd home,
more. Good Gross & Net. Now only $725,000.
ME - NEAR OCEAN! 20 acres, 60 sites, (40 seasonals),yr-round 4 unit apt., summer apt, pool, 2
ponds, sev. ocean beaches - 2-3 miles. $675,000
ME - 1,000’ Lakefront, 6 large cottages, nice
yr-round chalet, spectacular sunsets, many
seasonals. Heated pool.Just Reduced. $625,000

………………………………………………
I have several other large parks to $4,500,000.
(Qualified Buyers, only - please.)
Contact Don for these and other listings.

www.BuyaCampground.com
Don @BuyaCampground.com

603-755-3944

Bernie 307-282-0023

WOODALLSCM.com
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
JULY
11-15: National School of RV Park
and Campground Management
Western Campus
Metro State University
Denver, Colo.
Contact: 303-681-0401

AUGUST
15-17: Tennessee Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Annual
Conference and Trade Show
Smoky Mountain Premier RV Resort
Cosby, Tenn.
Contact: 865-685-5339

SEPTEMBER
13-14: Northeast Campground
Association Great Escape 2016
Hickory Hill Family Camping Resort
Bath, N.Y.
Contact: 860-684-6389,
cyndy@campnca.com
14-18: America’s Largest RV Show
Giant Center, Hershey, Pa.
Contact: 888-303-2887
19-21: Virginia Campground
Association Annual Meeting
Candy Hill Campground
Winchester, Va.
Contact: 703-291-0657
27: California Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds

Q&A Koep —from page 14
either. However, if a campground is interested in advertising on Campground
Views.com, we offer packages for as
little as $59 per month.
WCM: Why did you get into website
development?
Koep: For over a decade I ran a boutique search-engine-optimization company that focused on helping small
businesses get to the top of Google
search results. Some RV park owners hire
a nephew or some kid they know to
create a simple website, and the person
they hire often does it wrong.
We’d rather see campground owners
hire us to create a well-planned and
professional-looking website because we
can do that without being at the park.
Then, the park owner can hire the
nephew to walk through the campground shooting video and we’ll edit that
to make it look good, too.
WCM: Where do you see the future of
RVing information going?
Koep: RVers and campers want to be
able to find the right place for them. We
are dedicated to creating amazing content about campgrounds and RV parks
with the right information for them to
make up their own minds. In the end that
is where the future is taking us — providing the best quality information in the
easiest and least-biased format possible.
WCM: How did your partnership
with Outdoorsy.co come about?
Koep: I have been hired as a search-engine-marketing consultant to help Outdoorsy with their placement and
performance in natural search results.
Also Outdoorsy has placed targeted advertisements throughout campground32 - July 2016

Fall RV Park Day
Rancho Jurupa Park and
Crestmore Manor
Jurupa Valley, Calif.
Contact: 530-885-1624

OCTOBER
25-26: Ohio Campground Owners
Association Fall Conference and
Park Operators On Tour
Courtyard Marriott
Lima, Ohio
Contact: 614-221-7748

NOVEMBER
3-5: Campground Owners of
New York Exposition for the
Outdoor Hospitality Industry
Turning Stone Resort
Verona, N.Y.
Contact: 585-586-4360
6-10: Leisure Systems Inc. (LSI)
Symposium and Trade Show
Northern Kentucky Convention
Center and Embassy Suites
Covington, Ky.
Contact: Dean Crawford,
513-831-2100 ext. 12
dcrawford@leisure-systems.com
8-11: National Association of RV
Parks and Campgrounds Outdoor
Hospitality Conference and Expo
Fort Worth Convention Center
Fort Worth, Texas
Contact: 303-681-0401 WCM
views.com due to our alignment with their
target audience for owner RV listings.
CampgroundViews.com attracts RV
owners and travelers, allowing a techcentric company like Outdoorsy to
receive a great return on investment for
their marketing dollars. For Outdoorsy, I
was the perfect candidate to come in and
help them refine their organic SEO with
my decade of SEO experience combined
with almost seven years living the RV
lifestyle.
WCM: How will that help CampgroundViews?
Koep: The reality is that both Outdoorsy and campgroundviews.com are
ahead of the curve and the industry. It is
a no-brainer for the two companies to
work together for the benefit of the
camping and RVing audience because
we both solve real problems and fill real
needs.
For CampgroundViews.com, we can
leverage our relationship with the
startup to continue creating awareness
of our tools to an audience of travelers
who may be heading out on their first
RV trip in the rental they booked
through Outdoorsy. It goes back to the
question of how do people find campgrounds now? I can tell you that this
audience uses their computers and
phones first and foremost, and that is
where we are. —Greg Gerber WCM
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